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Presentation Abstract
This session will aim to provide an overview of the many issues which present challenges for the
development and behavior of people with CHARGE syndrome. The connection between these issues and
the behavioral outcomes they provoke is often missed or misunderstood, and the session will clarify
those connections and also suggest strategies which can help to improve developmental and behavioral
outcomes.

Learning Objectives

• To acquire a better understanding of the many issues confronting people with CHARGE syndrome.
• To improve understanding of the implications of these issues for development and behaviour.
• To gain some awareness of effective strategies to ameliorate the impact of these issues.
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21 CHARGE issues which can contribute to fatigue
• Hypothyroidism (slow
Visual impairment
metabolism, low energy)
Hearing impairment
•
Sleep
problems
Vestibular dysfunction
•
Heart
problems
Poor proprioceptive
• Constipation
perception
• Gastro-intestinal issues
Poor tactile perception
• Migraine
Low/high muscle tone
• Dental issues
Skeletal malformations
• Joint pain (growth
Breathing problems
related?)
Poor nutrition
• Seizure disorder
Anaemia
• Medications
Hypoglycaemia
• Poor self-regulation

Children with CHARGE syndrome frequently seem to be uniquely
driven and goal-oriented, full of energy, curious, narrowly focused
and insistent on getting what they want, and unwilling to
compromise. Even though children with CHARGE can be lazy, the
way all of us can be at times, “lazy” is just about the last word I
would use in any description of them, so it surprises me how often I
hear the word “lazy” used when people talk about them. The word
usually crops up in connection with the fact that a child is not yet
walking unsupported even though it looks as if they could, or
sometimes because they often like to stretch themselves out in the
horizontal position, or they rest the side of their head on the table
for periods of time. The word “lazy” is almost the most commonly
used adjective for children with CHARGE yet in my experience the
children are almost all determined to get up and go when the time
is right, to such an extent that I don’t understand why they are not
much more lazy than they actually seem to be.

	
  David Brown (2013)

The idea that I am lazy or inactive seems anathema to
who I truly am, and yet this was a label that stuck to
me for a long time. It’s a label I hear other autistic
people share too. Why are autistic people so often
accused of laziness? Why is it something that haunts
us so? Because of the exhaustion. It is my greatest
and most enduring foe. The exhaustion of autism is my
biggest difficulty. It is not inherent in the autism itself, it
is built out of how the world works. I know this,
because when I am at home, in my routine and
structure, in my safety and joy, I do not suffer with that
soul-sapping tiredness.
Autism & Expectations autistrhi.com

Pain

CHARGE syndrome

Problems with the perception of:

• Vision

• Pain

• Hearing

• Vestibular

• Touch
• Proprioception
• Temperature

• Smell
• Taste

Deafblindness/multi sensory impairment
“Most people with CHARGE that I have met
satisfy the criteria for being considered as
having deaf-blindness, even if they have some
useful vision and hearing. This is a disability
that is defined in functional, not clinical, terms
and for each individual with CHARGE it is
mostly about difficulties in accessing
information not just from the world around them
but even from their own bodies.”
David Brown (2011) Deaf-Blindness, Self-Regulation, and
Availability for Learning: Some Thoughts on Educating Children
with CHARGE Syndrome reSources Volume 16 Number 3

The brain is connected to the
body through the senses
I believe that most children
with CHARGE syndrome are
not in touch with/ do not feel
their bodies very well

David Brown - Am.J.Med.Gen. 2005

“Children with CHARGE syndrome are
truly “multi-sensory impaired”, having
difficulties not only with vision and
hearing but also with the senses that
perceive balance, touch, temperature,
pain, pressure, and smell, as well as
problems with breathing and
swallowing, eating and drinking,
digestion, and temperature control.”

“A good and effective educational
program, while being very positive and
having high expectations, should always
take account of the fact that everything
that a child with CHARGE syndrome does
is likely to take more thought, more
attention, and concentration, and energy,
and time for them than it does for us.”
David Brown (2011) Deaf-Blindness, Self-Regulation, and
Availability for Learning: Some Thoughts on Educating
Children with CHARGE Syndrome reSources Volume 16
Number 3

Everything that children with
CHARGE syndrome do has
meaning, and the first
obligation on the teacher is to
ascertain that meaning (or at
least to come up with a really
good guess).

What do you do?

When the proprioceptive sense is not working properly one
common outcome may be:

Most people focus on the child’s
disabilities, but close attention to
their abilities, and to the things that
they do, can reveal more about the
difficulties they face and the
strategies they use to function
effectively.

Seeking strong pressure, stretching, or twisting
inputs, eg. squeezing into tight spaces, crossing or
twisting limbs around each other, twisting a foot or
a leg around the leg of a chair, binding parts of the
body with cloth or string or rubber bands, pulling
downwards on the teeth and lower jaw, grinding
the teeth, tapping the teeth, hand clapping or
flapping, leg swinging or kicking, hanging from a
bar, jumping up and down, banging the head,
hammering objects, standing on the head.

Postures involving pressure on the head	
  

Postures involving the legs

“Of all the many sensory impairments
associated with CHARGE syndrome,
absence of, or significant damage to,
the vestibular sense is perhaps the
most far-reaching in its implications,
the least understood, and the most
overlooked.”

“In the future it is likely that we will discover
close links between significant vestibular
impairment and many of the currently
‘unexplained’ CHARGE behavioural
features such has difficulty with the selfregulation of arousal levels, sudden and
apparently unpredictable mood changes,
poor memory, and executive dysfunction.”

Brown “Consequences of Vestibular Dysfunction” in Hartshorne,
Hefner, Davenport, Thelin (2011) “CHARGE Syndrome” Chapter
5, pp 51

Brown “Consequences of Vestibular Dysfunction”
in Hartshorne, Hefner, Davenport, Thelin (2011)
“CHARGE Syndrome” Chapter 5, pp 53

Effects of vestibular problems
• Organization of ALL
sensory information
• Postural security and
muscle tone
• Use of residual vision
• Perception &
processing of sound
• Remembering
auditory sequencing

• Memory
development
• Speech/Language
development
• Behavioral
challenges
• Bilateral coordination
• Breathing, feeding,
digestion, nutrition
• Sociability
• Fatigue
• Self-regulation

“After air to breathe,
postural security is our
next most urgent priority.”
Jean Ayres
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“For children with CHARGE
syndrome gravity sucks”

“Why Aren’t You Paying Attention?
The Interaction of Posture & the
Executive Function of Attention”
Three-part webinar by Dinah Reilly

Maryann Girardi, Physical Therapist at
Perkins School for the Blind

http://www.idahotc.com/Webinars/
tabid/218/categoryid/4/5.aspx

P Hodges, et al (1991) Postural activity of the diaphragm is reduced in humans when
respiratory demand increases Journal of Physiology 537.3: 999 1008

Every muscle in the trunk is both respiratory and
postural muscle, especially the diaphragm. If
breathing is compromised, postural muscle
activation is reduced to focus on immediate needs
of respiration and thus posture is de-stabilized.
L Yardley, et al (1999) Effect of articulatory and mental tasks on postural
control NeuroReport 10:215-219

Articulation increases postural sway in stance
in adults.

You fix the body……
to fix the head……
to fix the eyes……
so you can use your vision
in the best, most reliable,
and most comfortable way
possible.

The Equilibrium Triad

Walking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Touch/Proprioception

Vision	
  

Ves0bular	
  

Walkers
Walking poles
Rolling gait
Flat feet/ bent knees
Foot slapping
Tip-toe walking
Feet roll inwards/ knees knock together
Arms extended to the sides or in front
Fingers crossed/hands clenched
Eyes fixed on a visual target ahead (holding
on with the eyes)
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Functions of these postures
• To locate the body (especially the head)
• To confirm postural security
• To stabilise the body, to stabilise the
head, to stabilise the eyes for visual
tasks
• To ease the discomfort of chronic
constipation
• To open up the airway
• To self regulate

What helps? (1)

• Advice from PT and OT
• Activities which improve strength, muscle
tone, and controlled movement, and
reinforce the body/brain connection (eg.
Tai Chi, yoga, wrestling, climbing,
dancing, APE, horse riding)
• Deep pressure inputs (eg. jumping,
massage, swimming)
• Binding (eg. spandex pressure vest)
• Good physical support & appropriate
postures for efficient functioning

“Spandex is the best friend
of children with CHARGE
syndrome”
Maryann Girardi, Physical Therapist at
Perkins School for the Blind
	
  

Yes, I believe that posture
should be included as an
important “self-stimulation”
and “self-regulation” behavior
for people with CHARGE
syndrome (and all the rest of
us too)

What helps? (2)
•
•
•
•
•
•

	
  

Variety in postures and movement
Rest periods for re-organization
Controlled environments
Self-taught and taught strategies
Strategies that are motivational
Appropriate vocabulary (for body parts,
for physical feelings, for emotional
states, for desired activities)

So, what am I saying? (1)
• Everything joins up – there may be many unsuspected
influences at work. Functional vision & hearing
therefore depend upon, and vary in relation to, many
things apart from eyes and ears.
• There is a fundamental sensory hierarchy to which we
are all subjected.
• Vision is a directional sense so body awareness,
postural control, orientation, attention, and stamina are
all required (all these are probably all compromised by
CHARGE syndrome).
• We can help to prepare children to use their vision and
hearing optimally by improving these things.
• With their spontaneous behaviors, especially their
postural behaviors, children might be showing us the
best way to work with them, the best way to present
materials, and the most energy-efficient ways to
proceed.

So, what am I saying? (2)
• The multi-sensory perspective is crucially
important
• Sensory need comes first with self-stimulation
behaviors, social meaning is acquired later
• The concept of the sensory diet can provide
insightful and powerful strategies
• Sensory needs and sensory inputs control
attentional priorities
• Living with CHARGE syndrome is difficult and
tiring, so the easier we can make things the better
• Notice posture and movement requirements!
• These things apply to all of us

welshgold@gmail.com
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“Why are children with CHARGE syndrome so lazy?”
6IàIGXMSRWSRGEYXMSRWIPJTVIWIVZEXMSREHETXMZIEFMPMXMIW
JYRGXMSRIJßGMIRXYWISJIRIVK]ERHWIPJE[EVIRIWWERHXLI[E]
XLEXXLIWIGERFIQMWMRXIVTVIXIH
by David Brown
CDBS Educational Specialist
Children with CHARGE syndrome frequently seem to be uniquely driven and goal-oriented, full
of energy, curious, narrowly focussed and insistent on getting what they want, and unwilling to
compromise. These characteristics can be observed even in infants who have not yet acquired
any independent mobility, as well as in older children. Even though children with CHARGE can
be lazy, the way all of us can be at times, “lazy” is just about the last word I would use in any
description of them, so it surprises me how often I hear the word “lazy” used when people
talk about them. The word usually crops up in connection with the fact that a child is not yet
walking independently even though it looks as if they could, or sometimes because they often
like to stretch themselves out in the horizontal position, or they rest the side of their head
on the table for periods of time. The word “lazy” is almost the most commonly used adjective
for children with CHARGE (“naughty” seems to be the most popular, but then it would be,
wouldn’t it?) yet in my experience the children are almost all determined to get up and go when
the time is right, to such an extent that I don’t understand why they are not much more lazy
than they actually seem to be. How many parents have felt as if their child with CHARGE was
RIZIVIZIVKSMRKXS[EPOXLIRSRIHE]EXXLIEKISJXLVIISV½ZISVIMKLXXLIGLMPHLEWNYWX
apparently quite suddenly, launched themselves into space and become a walker? Readiness is
all!
Very few professionals get any training about vestibular issues, and they get no training at all
about CHARGE syndrome of course, so that often their rather negative comments might simply
come from them being unaware of all the complexities involved for the child. It seems like a
good idea to try to clarify what some of these characteristic behaviors might mean, and what
they result from, so that the “l” word can be removed from discussions of development and
behavior.

7XERHMRKERH[EPOMRK
The challenge of developing good equilibrium (balance) and postural security for independent
standing and walking for children with CHARGE is an outcome of many different aspects of
the syndrome including visual problems, deafness, vestibular issues, low muscle tone, loose

connective tissue (the tendons and ligaments that bind the joints), skeletal issues, poor
TVSTVMSGITXMZITIVGITXMSRFVIEXLMRKTVSFPIQWTSSVFSH]E[EVIRIWWHMJ½GYPXMIW[MXLI\IGYXMZI
attention, and who knows what else. Let’s take a brief look at some of these considerations in
turn.

8LI)UYMPMFVMYQ8VMEH
Although the vestibular sense is often called “the balance sense,” balance actually develops from
the interaction of vestibular input with proprioceptive input and visual input. Since all three of
these senses are usually missing or impaired in children with CHARGE it should be no surprise
that independent standing and walking develop only very slowly. And while that development
VIWYPXWJVSQKVS[MRKI\TIVMIRGIERHWXVIRKXLERHGSR½HIRGIMXEPWSHIZIPSTWJVSQELSWXSJ
smart adaptive strategies that the children have to learn to use in order to compensate for what
is missing from each of these three crucially important sensory systems. The references at the
end of this article will all touch on these aspects of development in more detail.

:IWXMFYPEV-WWYIW
8LIWIEVITVSFEFP]XLIFMKKIWXERHQSWXWMKRM½GERXSFWXEGPIWJSVGLMPHVIR[MXL',%6+)XS
overcome and alone could explain why walking often develops quite late. One problem with
developing effective standing and walking is that most children devise their own adapted ways
SJQSZMRKJVSQSRITPEGIXSERSXLIVXSQMRMQM^IXLIMQTEGXSJXLIMVZIWXMFYPEVHI½GMXWERH
XLIGLEPPIRKISJVIWMWXMRKKVEZMX]1SZIQIRXWXVEXIKMIWPMOIXLI½ZITSMRXGVE[PXLIFEGOWGSSX
side-winding, and rolling, become so safe, so quick, and so effective that risking the catastrophe
inherent in standing and moving on only the two feet would be a foolish choice for the child to
make until they know that they are absolutely ready for it. Maryann Girardi once told me that
for children with CHARGE “gravity sucks,” and we would do well to remember that when the
child seems stubborn or fearful or resistant to our efforts to get them walking.

:MWMSR4VSFPIQW
A child with missing vestibular sense and poor proprioception might eventually look as if their
balance is quite good when they are standing, and especially when they are walking, but in fact
XLI]QMKLXFIYWMRKXLIMVZMWMSRXS½\EXISREHMWXERXSFNIGXXSKYMHIXLIQMROIITMRKYTVMKLX
and moving on target as they walk. If this is the case the child does need to maintain their
gaze on that target object for the entire journey until they arrive. If they get distracted and
take their visual attention away from the target during the journey they are very likely to veer
SJJGSYVWISVIZIRGSPPETWIXSXLI¾SSVPMOIEXVIIFIMRKJIPPIH8LIFMKKIWXTVSFPIQ[MXLXLMW
over-reliance on visual input is that it doesn’t work if there are no clear visual objects around
on which to focus the eyes, it doesn’t work in bright light with lots of glare (especially if the
child has iris colobomas), it doesn’t work in low light or darkness, and it prevents the eyes from
moving around during the journey (known as ocular motility) to check for obstacles on the way,
IWTIGMEPP]HS[REX¾SSVPIZIPERHMRXLIPIJXERHVMKLXTIVMTLIVEPZMWYEP½IPH:MWYEP½IPHPSWWMR
',%6+)MWEPQSWXEP[E]WMRXLIYTTIVZMWYEP½IPHWS[LIREGLMPHVIKYPEVP]XVMTWSZIVSFWXEGPIW
SRXLI¾SSVTISTPIKIXGSRJYWIHERHEWWYQIXLEXXLIVIQYWXFIPS[IVZMWYEP½IPHPSWWEW[IPP
-RJEGXXLIPS[IVZMWYEP½IPHQMKLXFI½RIFYXXLIGLMPHGERRSXQEOIXLIMVZMWMSREZEMPEFPIJSV
GLIGOMRKXLI¾SSVFIGEYWIXLIMVZMWMSRMWWIVZMRKXLIQYGLQSVIYVKIRXRIIHXSOIITXLIQ
reSources Spring 2013
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upright and moving in the right direction. As a result of all these visual factors a child might
walk independently at certain times in certain places, but revert to back scooting or some other
safer and easier method of moving at other times and in other places.

&VIEXLMRK(MJßGYPXMIW
In her three-part webinar PT Dinah Reilly makes many important and relevant points even
XLSYKLWLIMWRSXWTIEOMRKWTIGM½GEPP]EFSYX',%6+)W]RHVSQI3RISJXLIXLMRKW-PMOIHQSWX
EFSYXLIVXEPOWMW[LIRWLIQIRXMSRWXLI[E]XLEXHMJ½GYPXMIW[MXLFVIEXLMRKKIXMRXLI[E]SJ
good postural control and balance. She quotes from an article by Hodges:
“Every muscle in the trunk is both respiratory and postural muscle, especially the diaphragm. If
breathing is compromised, postural muscle activation is reduced to focus on immediate needs of
respiration and thus posture is de-stabilized.”
This quote also reminds me of Jean Ayres’ comment that after air to breathe, postural security
is our next most urgent priority. Given the high frequency of breathing issues in the population
of children with CHARGE this connection needs to be remembered and recognized when the
focus is on the development of walking.

'LEPPIRKIWJSVXLI4L]WMGEP8LIVETMWX
Maryann Girardi, at Perkins School for the Blind, has made a very interesting short webcast
called “CHARGE Syndrome: Providing Physical Therapy.” She speaks from a long experience
of working with children with CHARGE, and perhaps the most interesting thing about her
presentation is that she spends very little time on conventional PT skills and techniques. Instead
she talks about things like the importance of building a positive relationship with the child, being
consistent and predictable, communicating effectively with the child, using the child’s motivators
and setting realistic goals for the session, observing to ensure that the child is in a good level
of arousal (not over-excited or drowsy), and allowing the time necessary for the child to be
actively involved in what is going on. Her concern is not with getting the PT right but with
creating a situation where her PT skills can be delivered effectively and involve the child.

6IJIVIRGIW
Brown, D. (2012). CHARGE Syndrome: Sensory Processing. Retrieved from http://support.
perkins.org/site/PageServer?pagename=Webcasts_CHARGE_Syndrome_Sensory_Processing
Brown, D. (2012). The Forgotten Senses. Retrieved from https://hknc.adobeconnect.com/_
a772371855/p621dnw0caa/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal
Brown, D. (2005). Feeling the Pressure: The Forgotten Sense of Proprioception. reSources 12(1),
pp.1-3. Retrieved from http://www.cadbs.org/articles-by-subject/medical-sensory/
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What Does “Follow the Child” Mean?
by David Brown
CDBS Educational Specialist
Assessment woes
;L]MWMXWSHMJ½GYPXXSEWWIWWGLMPHVIR[MXLHIEJFPMRHRIWWWYGGIWWJYPP]#1ER]HMJJIVIRXTISTPI
MRXLIIHYGEXMSRTW]GLSPSK]½IPHEWWIWWXLIWIGLMPHVIRJSVQER]HMJJIVIRXVIEWSRWMRQER]
HMJJIVIRX[E]WFYXZIV]SJXIRXLIGLMPHVIRIRHYTFIMRK YWYEPP] [MPHP]YRHIVIWXMQEXIHSV
WSQIXMQIW NYWXEW[MPHP]SZIVIWXMQEXIH'PMRMGEPEWWIWWQIRXETTVSEGLIWQIHMGEPTW]GLSPSKMGEP
ERHIHYGEXMSREPLEZIETEVXXSTPE]FYXQE]]MIPHEZIV]QMWPIEHMRKZMI[SJXLIGLMPH´WGYVVIRX
EFMPMXMIWERHHIZIPSTQIRXEPTSXIRXMEP1ER]TISTPIEVIJEQMPMEV[MXLXLIHIGPEVEXMSRXLEXE
GLMPHMWYRXIWXEFPISVMWXSSHMWEFPIHSVXSSRSRGSQTPMERXJSVER]YWIJYPEWWIWWQIRXHEXEXS
FISFXEMRIHFYXXLMWMWXLIJEYPXSJXLIEWWIWWQIRXETTVSEGLFIMRKYWIHVEXLIVXLERER]JEMPMRK
SRXLIGLMPH´WTEVXSJGSYVWI;L]MWMXXLSYKLXTVIJIVEFPIXSQEOIEGLMPH½XEREWWIWWQIRX
TVSGIHYVIVEXLIVXLERQEOIXLIEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIHYVI½XXLIGLMPH#.ERZER(MNOLEWEP[E]W
QEHIMXZIV]GPIEVXLEX[IQYWXEPXIVSYVEXXMXYHIWERHETTVSEGLIWSRIZIV]PIZIP[LIR[SVOMRK
with this population:
±8LIQYPXMWIRWSV]MQTEMVIHTIVWSRMWEYRMUYILYQERFIMRK[MXLEYRMUYIPMRISJ
HIZIPSTQIRX[LSMWQSVIHITIRHIRXSRXLITVSJIWWMSREP´W[MPPMRKRIWWXSEGGITX
XLMWERHEGXEGGSVHMRKP]XLERER]SXLIVKVSYTSJHMWEFPIHTIVWSRW² ZER(MNO 
What goes wrong?
8LITVSFPIQWIRGSYRXIVIHF]GLMPHVIRERHJEQMPMIWMRXLIMVHIEPMRKW[MXLEWWIWWSVWEVIPIKMSR
ERHMXMWRSXLEVHXSMHIRXMJ]XLIQMWXEOIWXLEXEVIGSQQSRP]QEHIF]TISTPI[LSEVIWYTTSWIH
XSERHEWWYQIHXSFIXVEMRIHERHWOMPPIHMRGSRHYGXMRKEREWWIWWQIRX

TISTPIYWIMRETTVSTVMEXIEWWIWWQIRXXSSPW

XLI]MKRSVIXLIGLMPH´WQSXMZEXSVWERHYWIQEXIVMEPWERHEGXMZMXMIW[LMGLLEZIRSQIERMRK
for the child

XLI]JEMPXSEHETXXSXLIGLMPH´WRIIHWJSVMRHMZMHYEPM^IHTEGMRKERHTL]WMGEPTSWMXMSRMRK 
and support

XLI]VITIEXIHP]EXXIQTXXSEWWIWWXLI[VSRKXLMRKW

XLI]EXXIRHSRP]XSXLITEVXSJXLIGLMPHXLEXXLI]EVIEMQMRKXSEWWIWW IKI]IWIEVW 
hands, and so on) as if the rest of the child has no relevance

XLI]JSGYWSRSRP]EWMRKPIWIRWSV]GLERRIPERHMKRSVIEPPXLISXLIVWIRWIWEWMJIEGL 

WIRWI[SVOWMRMWSPEXMSRJVSQEPPXLISXLIVW










XLI]ETTVSEGLXLIGLMPHEPVIEH]ORS[MRK[LEXMXMWXLEXXLI][ERXXSWIIWSXLEXXLI 
GLMPHMWI\TIGXIHXSTIVJSVQXSSVHIV
XLI]FVMRKE³TEWWSVJEMP´QIRXEPMX]XSXLIXEWO
XLI]GSQQYRMGEXI[MXLXLIGLMPHMRQIERMRKPIWWERHMRETTVSTVMEXI[E]W
XLI]PSSOJSVMRETTVSTVMEXIVIWTSRWIWERHMKRSVIXLIVIWTSRWIWXLEXXLIGLMPHHSIWQEOI
XLI]QMWMRXIVTVIXXLIGLMPH´WFILEZMSVW
XLI]GSQIXSXLIEWWIWWQIRX[MXLXLIMVSTMRMSRWEPVIEH]JSVQIHMREHZERGIERHXLIR 
IRKMRIIVXLIEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIWWXSTVSZIXLIMVTVIGSRGITXMSRWGSVVIGX

;LMPIXLIVIMWKIRIVEPEKVIIQIRXXLEXXLIEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIWWMWIWTIGMEPP]GLEPPIRKMRK[MXL
XLMWTSTYPEXMSRQER]TISTPILEZIRSTVSFPIQ[MXLGSQQMXXMRKEPPSVQSWXSJXLIIVVSVWPMWXIH
EFSZIERHXLIRFEWMRKGVYGMEPP]MQTSVXERXHIGMWMSRWEFSYXWGLSSPTPEGIQIRXWYTTSVXWIVZMGIW
ERHIHYGEXMSREPETTVSEGLIWSRZIV]JEYPX]MRJSVQEXMSR;IEPWSRSXMGIXLEXTISTPIWIIQXS
FIWIEVGLMRKGSRWXERXP]JSVXLIMHIEPEWWIWWQIRXXSSPXLIFMRHIVSV(:(SVGLIGOPMWXXLEX[MPP
KYMHIXLIQXLVSYKLEWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHERHJEMVP]UYMGOERHIEW]TVSGIHYVIXLEX[MPPVIWYPXMRE
WYGGIWWJYPMRHITXLTMGXYVISJXLIGLMPH8LMWXSSPHSIWRSXI\MWXSJGSYVWI8LIVIEVILIPTJYP
EWWIWWQIRXQEXIVMEPW[LMGLLEZIFIIRHIWMKRIHSVEHETXIHXSFIYWIH[MXLGLMPHVIR[MXL
WIRWSV]MQTEMVQIRXWMRGPYHMRKHIEJFPMRHRIWWFYXXLIKVS[MRKHMZIVWMX]ERHGSQTPI\MX]SJXLI
TSTYPEXMSRQIERWXLEXIZIRXLIWIQEXIVMEPWRIIHXSFIYWIH[MXLGEVIERHGEYXMSRERHGER
SRP]IZIVFISRITEVXSJXLIGSQTVILIRWMZIEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIWW%ZIV]LIPTJYPFSSOPIXJVSQ
(IWMKRXS0IEVR4VSNIGXW 'LIR1EV6S[PERH 7XMPPQER KMZIWLIPTJYPEHZMGISRLS[XS
ETTVSEGLXLIMWWYIWSJEWWIWWQIRXERHEPWSVIZMI[WX[IPZIMRWXVYQIRXWXLEXEVIGSQQSRP]YWIH
XSEWWIWWGLMPHVIR[MXLHIEJFPMRHRIWWMRXLI979RJSVXYREXIP]XLIVIEVIQER]QSVIEWWIWWQIRX
tools out there that have not been designed or adapted for this population at all, and these are
SJXIRYWIHFIGEYWIXLIEWWIWWSVWLEZIRSORS[PIHKISJER]XLMRKQSVIETTVSTVMEXI7XEJJXVEMRMRK
MRETTVSTVMEXIEWWIWWQIRXETTVSEGLIWMWEPWSI\XVIQIP]WGEVGI
Follow the child
8LIMHIEXLEXVEXLIVXLERWXEVXMRKSYVEWWIWWQIRX[MXLETYFPMWLIHMRWXVYQIRXSVE½\IH
WIXSJUYIWXMSRWMRSYVQMRH[IWLSYPH³JSPPS[XLIGLMPH´LEWFIGSQIE[IPPORS[RGSRGITX
MRXLI½IPHSJHIEJFPMRHRIWW*SVEPQSWXHIGEHIW.ERZER(MNOLEWFIIRWYKKIWXMRKXLEX[I
WLSYPHJSPPS[XLIGLMPH ZER(MNO3WXIV 1G(SRRIPP ERHMR-[VSXIEREVXMGPI
GEPPIH³*SPPS[XLI'LMPH¯%TTVSEGLIWXS%WWIWWMRKXLI*YRGXMSREP:MWMSRERH,IEVMRKSJ=SYRK
'LMPHVIR[MXL'SRKIRMXEP(IEJ&PMRHRIWW´ &VS[R [LMGLEXXIQTXIHXSI\TPEMRNYWXLS[
LIPTJYPXLMWETTVSEGLGSYPHFI%WIQMREPEVXMGPIF]6SFFMI&PELEEPWSSJJIVWMRZEPYEFPIEHZMGIJSV
[SVOMRKWYGGIWWJYPP][MXLXLMWTSTYPEXMSRSJ³YRXIWXEFPI´GLMPHVIRXLVSYKLGEVIJYPSFWIVZEXMSR
&PELE 9RJSVXYREXIP]XLMWMHIEWXMPPWIIQWXSKIRIVEXIGSRGIVRERHQMWYRHIVWXERHMRKERH
WYWTMGMSRWSMXWIIQWEKSSHMHIEXSVIZMWMXMXERHXV]XSGPEVMJ][LEXMXQIERWERHI\EGXP][L]
it can be such a successful approach.
-RZMI[SJGVMXMGEPVIWTSRWIWXLEX-LEZISJXIRVIGIMZIHEJXIVXEPOMRKEFSYXXLMWETTVSEGLMXQMKLX
FILIPTJYP½VWXMJ[IXLMROEFSYX[LEX³JSPPS[XLIGLMPH´HSIWRSXQIERNYWXXSGPIEVYTQMWXEOIR
EWWYQTXMSRWERHQMWYRHIVWXERHMRKW-XMWRSXEVIGSQQIRHEXMSRXLEXEGLMPHFIPIJXXSHS
[LEXIZIVXLI]PMOIEPPHE][MXLSYXER]EHYPXMRXIVZIRXMSRERHMRXIVEGXMSR
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2IMXLIVHSIWMXQIERXLEXTSXIRXMEPP]HEQEKMRKWIPJMRNYVMSYWFILEZMSVWWLSYPHFIMKRSVIHERH
XSPIVEXIH-XHSIWRSXQIERXLEXEHYPXWWLSYPHLEZIRSTVIGSRGIMZIHMHIEWSJ[LEXXLI]GSYPHFI
HSMRK[MXLXLIGLMPHERHWLSYPHNYWXEPPS[XLIGLMPHXSHIXIVQMRIXLIIRXMVIGSYVWISJEPPXLIMV
MRXIVEGXMSRW-XEPWSHSIWRSXQIERXLEXXLIGLMPHWLSYPHFIPIJXXSWIPJWXMQYPEXIEPPHE]EPXLSYKL
WIPJWXMQYPEXMSRFILEZMSVWWLSYPHFIVIWTIGXIHEWEZEPYEFPIWSYVGISJYWIJYPEWWIWWQIRXHEXEJSV
YW8LI³JSPPS[XLIGLMPH´ETTVSEGLMWTVMQEVMP]GSRGIVRIH[MXL½RHMRKSYXEWUYMGOP]EWTSWWMFPI
who the child is and how they operate, and in the process starting to build a relationship with
XLIQ[MXLQMRMQEPEZIVWMZIITMWSHIW8LIVIPEXMSRWLMT]SYFYMPHMWXLIIWWIRXMEPGSQTSRIRXXLEX
should enable the child, one day, to follow you.
Assessment questions
-PMOIXSXLMROSJEWWIWWQIRXEWETVSGIWWSJKIXXMRKXSORS[XLIGLMPHERHMJHSRIGSVVIGXP]XLEX
WLSYPHEPWSVIWYPXMRXLIGLMPHFIKMRRMRKXSKIXXSORS[QIXSS;IEWWIWWFIGEYWIXLIVIEVI
XLMRKWXLEX[IHSR´XORS[FYX[I[ERXXS½RHSYX%WEVIWYPX[ILEZIGIVXEMRUYIWXMSRWMRSYV
QMRHWXS[LMGL[I[ERXXS½RHXLIERW[IVERHLEZMRKXLIVMKLXUYIWXMSRWMRQMRH[MPPYWYEPP]
KYMHIYWXSWSQILIPTJYPERW[IVWIZIRMJXLIERW[IVWXSSYVQYGLFMKKIVUYIWXMSRWQE]WXMPP
VIQEMRXSFII\TPSVIH-EPWSPMOIXSXLMROSJEWWIWWQIRXERHXLITVSGIWWSJKIXXMRKXSORS[E
GLMPHEWEWOMRKEWIVMIWSJUYIWXMSRWEFSYXXLIGLMPHXSSFXEMRMRJSVQEXMSRXLEX-[ERXXSORS[
FYXHSR´XLEZIEXXLIQSQIRX-QE]EWOXLITEVIRXWERH
SXLIVW[LSORS[XLIGLMPHFIXXIVXLERQIERHXLIMV
MRJSVQEXMSR[MPPJSVQEQENSVTEVXSJQ]EWWIWWQIRX
½RHMRKW4IHMEXVMG3TLXLEPQSPSKMWX(V+SVHSR(YXXSR
VIGIRXP]XSPHQIXLEXLMWMRMXMEPMRXIVZMI[[MXLETEVIRX
GERTVSZMHIYTXS SJXLIMRJSVQEXMSRXLEXLIRIIHW
XSGEVV]SYXEREWWIWWQIRX-QE]RSXEWOXLIGLMPHXLIWI
UYIWXMSRWHMVIGXP]FYXXLI][MPPFIMRQ]QMRHEWGVYGMEPP]
MQTSVXERXXLMRKWXLEX-[MWLXSHMWGSZIVERHXLI][MPP
KYMHIERHGSPSVQ]FILEZMSVMRE[E]XLEX-LSTI[MPP
WLS[XLIGLMPHXLEX-EQMRXIVIWXIHMRXLIWIUYIWXMSRW
XLEXHIQSRWXVEXIQ]VIWTIGXJSVXLIQ8LIWI[SYPHRSX
FIER]SJXLISFZMSYWFMKUYIWXMSRWXLEXEVISJXIRXLI
WSPIJSGYWSJTISTPI´WEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIHYVIWUYIWXMSRW
PMOI±;LEXGER]SYWII#²±;LEXEVI]SYVLIEVMRK
XLVIWLSPHW#²±,S[QER]QERYEPWMKRWHS]SYVIGSKRM^I
ERHYRHIVWXERH#²±,S[QER]WXITWGER]SY[EPO
YRWYTTSVXIH#²±'ER]SYWXEGOXLVIISRIMRGLGYFIW#²
and so on.
The First Questions
&IJSVI[IFIKMRXSEHHVIWWER]SJXLIWIWTIGM½GUYIWXMSRWEFSYXXLIGLMPH´WTVIGMWIQIEWYVEFPI
WOMPPW[IGSYPHYWIJYPP]SGGYT]SYVQMRHW[MXLEQYGLQSVITIVWSREPWIXSJUYIWXMSRW-RER
EVXMGPITYFPMWLIHMR2IPWSR ZE(MNOWYKKIWXJSYVOI]WXITWXSFIKMRRMRKEREWWIWWQIRX
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1EOIXLIGLMPHEXIEWI
(IXIVQMRIXLIGLMPH´WFMSFILEZMSVEPWXEXI
(IXIVQMRIXLIGLMPH´WMRXIVIWX
*SPPS[XLIGLMPH´WMRXIVIWX

-RQ]EVXMGPIEPWSTYFPMWLIHMR-WYKKIWXIHEWMQMPEVETTVSEGLFYXMREVEXLIVHMJJIVIRX[E]
±&EWMRKXLIEWWIWWQIRXETTVSEGLSRXLIGLMPH´WGYVMSWMX]ERHTIVWSREPWEXMWJEGXMSR
SRGYVVIRXEFMPMXMIWERHMRXIVIWXWVEXLIVXLERSRGYVVIRXHI½GMXWSRJYRGXMSRVEXLIV
XLERSRWXVYGXYVISRQSXMZEXIHFILEZMSVVEXLIVXLERSRWXIVMPITIVJSVQERGIMW
RS[WIIREWEPIKMXMQEXIERHIJJIGXMZI[E]SJFIKMRRMRKXLITVSGIWW8LIETTVSEGL
RIIHWXSFIMRHMZMHYEPM^IHERHLSPMWXMGWSXLEXIZIV]EWTIGXSJXLIGLMPHMWXEOIR
MRXSGSRWMHIVEXMSRIZIRMJSRP]SRIWIRWSV]SVWOMPPEVIEMWFIMRKEWWIWWIH8LI
IQSXMSREPRIIHWSJXLIGLMPHVIR[MPPI\IVXEHMVIGXERHTS[IVJYPMR¾YIRGISRXLIMV
EFMPMX]XSJYRGXMSRWSXLEXWIVMSYWGSRWMHIVEXMSRSJUYIWXMSRWPMOI ,S[HS]SY
JIIP#  ;LEXHS]SYPMOI# ERH ;LEXHS]SY[ERX# [MPPTVSZMHIXLIFIWXFEWMW
JSVWYGGIWWJYPEWWIWWQIRX4ISTPISJXIRXLMROXLEX ;LEXGER]SYHS# MWXLIOI]
UYIWXMSRXSTSWIXSER]GLMPHHYVMRKEREWWIWWQIRXFYX[MXLXLMWKVSYTEFIXXIV
UYIWXMSRXSFIKMR[MXL[SYPHFI ;LEXHS]SYHS# ² &VS[RT
1]½VWXJSYVUYIWXMSRWEVIMQTSVXERXMRTVSZMHMRK
a good basis for successful relationship building,
ERHXLI]QEXGLXLIOI]WXITWSJZER(MNO 
2IPWSR[IPP%PXLSYKL-VIJIVXSXLIQEW³½VWX´
UYIWXMSRW-XLMROXLI]WLSYPHFIMR]SYVQMRH
EPPXLIXMQIMREPPMRXIVEGXMSRW[MXLXLIGLMPH
RSXNYWXEW]SYVWXEVXMRKTSMRX8LI]EVIRSX
EKIWTIGM½GFYXETTP]XSEPPGLVSRSPSKMGEPEKIW
ERHHIZIPSTQIRXEPPIZIPW-LEZIWIIRXIEGLIVW
YWIXLIWIJSYVUYIWXMSRWXSWXVYGXYVIXLIMV
SFWIVZEXMSRWERHXLIMVTVIPMQMREV]KYIWWIH
MRXIVTVIXEXMSRWERHJVSQXLMWKIXEJEMVP]UYMGO
and useful idea about who the child is and how
they function.
How do you feel?
³1EOIXLIGLMPHEXIEWI´ERH³(IXIVQMRIXLIGLMPH´WFMSFILEZMSVEPWXEXI´EVIFSXLSFZMSYWP]
MRGPYHIHMRQ]ZIV]½VWXUYIWXMSR³,S[HS]SYJIIP#´8LMWMWETSTYPEXMSRTEVXMGYPEVP]PMOIP]
XSWLS[KSSHHE]WERHFEHHE]WIZIRKSSHQSQIRXWERHFEHQSQIRXWERH[ILEZIORS[R
JSVQER]]IEVWXLEXI\XVIQIZEVMEFMPMX]SJJYRGXMSRMRKERHEXXIRXMSRMWEGLEVEGXIVMWXMGSJQSWX
]SYRKIVGLMPHVIR[MXLHIEJFPMRHRIWW-WWYIWSJTSSVWIPJVIKYPEXMSRVETMHGLERKIWMREVSYWEP
PIZIPWGSQTPI\LIEPXLMWWYIWTEMRTL]WMGEPHMWGSQJSVXRIYVSPSKMGEPMRZSPZIQIRXXLEXVIWYPXWMR
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ZEVMEFMPMX]SJWIRWSV]TIVGITXMSRERHTVSGIWWMRKEVIEPPPMOIP]XSFIEX[SVOLIVI,S[GER[I
HIEP[MXLXLMWMRERIJJIGXMZIERHVIEWSREFP][IPPMRJSVQIH[E]#/RS[MRKXLIGLMPHMWXLISRP]
XLMRKXLEXLIPTWEWJEVEW-ORS[SVVIP]MRKYTSRKYMHERGIJVSQXLSWI[LSORS[XLIGLMPH[IPP
What do you like?
³(IXIVQMRIXLIGLMPH´WMRXIVIWX´MWGPIEVP]EQEMRJIEXYVISJXLIUYIWXMSR³;LEXHS]SYPMOI#´-
LEZI[VMXXIREXPIRKXLEFSYXXLIGVYGMEPMQTSVXERGISJQSXMZEXSVWJSVPIEVRMRKERHXLIJEGXXLEX
MXMWQSXMZEXMSRXLEXQEOIWFVEMRWKVS[ERHHIZIPST &VS[R 3JGSYVWISRGIQSXMZEXSVW
LEZIFIIRMHIRXM½IHXLI]LEZIXSFIYWIHMRGVIEXMZI[E]WETTVSTVMEXIJSVXLIMRHMZMHYEPGLMPH
What do you want?
8LIRI\XUYIWXMSR³;LEXHS]SY[ERX#´XEOIWYWHMVIGXP]XSXLIGLMPH´WEPVIEH]I\MWXMRK
I\TVIWWMZIFILEZMSVWERHMQQIHMEXIP]GVIHMXWXLIQ[MXLXLIEFMPMX]XSMRHMGEXIXLIMVJIIPMRKW
ERHHIWMVIWXSXLSWI[LSFSXLIVXSSFWIVZIERHKIXXSORS[XLIQIZIRXLSYKLXLMWQE]
RSXFIFIMRKHSRIMRXIRXMSREPP]F]XLIGLMPHMRXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJHIZIPSTQIRX)]ITSMRXMRK
XSI[MKKPMRKL]TIVZIRXMPEXMRKVL]XLQMGKVYRXMRKERHJVII^MRKPMOIEWXEXYIGEREPPMRHMGEXIZIV]
WTIGM½GJIIPMRKWERH[MWLIWMRGIVXEMRGSRXI\XWSRGI]SYVIEPP]ORS[XLIGLMPH
What do you do?
8LIJSYVXLERHPEWXUYIWXMSRQMKLXFIXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXSJEPPWMRGIMXPIEHWYWXSXLIIWWIRGI
SJXLIMRHMZMHYEP7SQIXMQIWETIVWSR[MPPGPEMQXLEXEGLMPHHSIWRSXLMRK[LIRXLI]EVIPIJX
IRXMVIP]EPSRIIZIRXLSYKLXLMWMWSFZMSYWP]YRPMOIP]XSFIXVYI;IGSYPHGEXIKSVM^IXLMWEWZIV]
GEVIPIWWSFWIVZEXMSR[LMGLXIPPWYWEPSXEFSYXXLITIVWSR´WEXXMXYHIWERHTVIGSRGITXMSRW ERH
XLIMVTSSVSFWIVZEXMSREPWOMPPW VEXLIVXLERER]XLMRKEXEPPYWIJYP
EFSYXXLIGLMPH1SVISJXIR-EQXSPHXLEXMJPIJXEPSRIXLIGLMPH
[MPPSRP]WXMQ³WXMQQMRK´FIMRKXLIHMWETTVSZMRKEFFVIZMEXMSRJSV
WIPJWXMQYPEXMSR[LMGLMW[MHIP]GSRWMHIVIHEWEXLSVSYKLP]FEH
XLMRKXSFISTTSWIHERHWXSTTIHEWE½VWXTVMSVMX]*SVQIE
GLMPH´WWIPJWXMQYPEXMSRFILEZMSVWTVSZMHIZMXEPMRWMKLXWMRXS[LS
XLI]EVI[LEXXLIMVWIRWSV]RIIHWERHTVIJIVIRGIWQMKLXFI
ERHLS[XLI]WIPJVIKYPEXIXSEVSYWISVGEPQXLIQWIPZIW8LIWI
EVIZMXEPP]MQTSVXERXXLMRKWXSORS[EFSYXEGLMPHMJWYGGIWWJYP
MRXIVEGXMSRWEVIXSXEOITPEGIERHMJPIEVRMRKMWXSVIWYPXJVSQ
XLSWIMRXIVEGXMSRW-LEZISYXPMRIHXLSYKLXWEFSYXXLMWEWTIGXSJ
EGLMPH´WFILEZMSVMRX[SEVXMGPIW[LMGLEVIRS[EZEMPEFPISRPMRI
&VS[R&VS[R ERHEJYVXLIVEVXMGPI[MXLEWTIGM½G
JSGYWSRWIPJWXMQYPEXMSR[MPPFIEZEMPEFPIWSSR
What can you do?
8LMWMWX]TMGEPP]EXIEGLIV´WUYIWXMSRXSKIXERMHIESJXLIXLVIWLSPHWSJXLIGLMPH´WWOMPPWWSXLEX
]SYLEZIEKSSHMHIE[LIVIXSWXEVXXIEGLMRK1YGLSJXLIMRJSVQEXMSRRIIHIHXSERW[IVXLMW
UYIWXMSR[MPPGSQIJVSQHMVIGXMRXIVEGXMSR[MXLXLIGLMPHXSXV]XSIPMGMXVIWTSRWIWJVSQXLIQ-X
MWERMQTSVXERXERHLMKLP]VIPIZERXUYIWXMSRFYXMXRIIHWXSFITSWIHEJXIVXLI½VWXHIWGVMFIH
above.
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So how do you ‘follow the child’?
0IEZMRKEWMHIUYIWXMSRWSJEXXMXYHIERHI\TIGXEXMSRW[LMGLEVIXLIIWWIRXMEPWXEVXMRKTSMRXW
WYGGIWWMRXLMWJSVQSJEWWIWWQIRXMWFEWIHYTSRQIXMGYPSYWP]GEVIJYPSFWIVZEXMSRSJXLI[LSPI
GLMPHGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXLSXLIVW MRGPYHMRKIWTIGMEPP]XLSWI[LSORS[XLIGLMPHFIXXIVXLER]SY
HS MRXIVTVIXEXMSRSJ]SYVSFWIVZEXMSRWXIWXMRKSJXLSWIMRXIVTVIXEXMSRWERHEQIRHMRKXLMRKW
YRXMP]SYEVIJEMVP]GIVXEMRXLEX]SYLEZIKSXXLMRKWVMKLXEXPIEWXJSVXLIXMQIFIMRK
8LMWMRXIRWMX]SJSFWIVZEXMSRMWEUYMIXERHYRHIQSRWXVEXMZIFYWMRIWW°-WSQIXMQIWSFWIVZIE
GLMPHMRXIRXP]JSVERLSYVSVWSERHXLIRKIXEWOIH
[LIR-MRXIRHXSWXEVXQ]EWWIWWQIRXFIGEYWI
TISTPIHSR´XVIEPM^IXLEX-EQEPVIEH]HSMRKI\EGXP]
XLEX-XMWI\LEYWXMRK[SVOMJHSRIXLSVSYKLP]JSV
WIZIVEPLSYVW°MXMWRSXYRYWYEPJSVQIXSPIEZIE
WGLSSPZMWMXXMVIHERH[MXLQ]FVEMRWTMRRMRK[MXL
MQTVIWWMSRWERHTSWWMFPIMRXIVTVIXEXMSRW°FYX
it can be done in short periods too, with your
SFWIVZEXMSRWGSQTEVIHERHGSRWSPMHEXIHSZIV
XMQI3RSGGEWMSR-GERSFWIVZIEGLMPHGEVIJYPP]
JSVNYWXQMRYXIWERHXLIRJIIPGSR½HIRXIRSYKL
XSMRXIVZIRIMRXVSHYGIQ]WIPJERHQEOIEWYGGIWW
SJXLIMRXIVEGXMSR8LMWETTVSEGL[SVOWERH
RSFSH]LEWIZIVWLS[RQIEFIXXIV[E]XSWXEVX
to prepare for effective intervention and teaching.
-XMWEPWSERLSRSVEFPIERHZEPMH[E]SJEWWIWWMRK
ERH[SVOMRK[MXLGLMPHVIRERH.ERZER(MNOQSVI
than anyone else, has provided this validation for
YWMRLMWPMJIXMQI´W[SVO;EXGLLMW[IFGEWXSR
³'LMPH+YMHIH%WWIWWQIRX´ ZER(MNO ERHWII
[MWHSQVIWTIGXTVEGXMGEPMX]ERHKIRYMRIGEVMRKEX
[SVO
What are you observing for?
&PELEKMZIWYWIJYPMHIEWSR[LEX[IWLSYPHFISFWIVZMRKJSV%KEMRZER(MNO 2IPWSR ZER(MNO
 LEWKMZIRYWYWIJYPMRJSVQEXMSREFSYX[LIVISYVJSGYWWLSYPHFIVEXLIVXLERXLIREVVS[
WOMPPWFEWIHIQTLEWMWSJQSWXGSRZIRXMSREPEWWIWWQIRXTVSGIHYVIW,MWWLSVXPMWXJSPPS[WXLMW
WIUYIRGI
 %FMPMX]XSQEMRXEMR QSHYPEXIWXEXI,S[[IPPHSIWXLIGLMPHEGLMIZIERHVIQEMRMRE

VIGITXMZIWXEXISJEVSYWEP[LMGLTVSQSXIWTIVGITXMSRERHEXXIRXMSRERHPIEVRMRKLS[[IPP
GERXLI]MRGVIEWISVHIGVIEWIXLIMVWXEXISJEVSYWEPXSQEMRXEMREXXIRXMSRERH[LEXEGXMZMXMIW
ERHWIRWSV]MRTYXWJEGMPMXEXIXLIWITVSGIWWIW#
 4VIJIVVIHPIEVRMRKGLERRIPW-WXLIGLMPHEZMWYEPEREYHMXSV]EXEGXMPISVEQSZIQIRX
PIEVRIV#(SIWXLMWZEV]ERHYRHIV[LEXGMVGYQWXERGIW#,S[EVIXLIMVWIRWSV]LMIVEVGLMIW
MQTEGXIHF]FSXLMRXIVREPERHI\XIVREPIRZMVSRQIRXEPJEGXSVW#
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 %FMPMX]XSPIEVRVIQIQFIV ERXMGMTEXIVSYXMRIW8LMWMWEJYRHEQIRXEPJIEXYVISJGEVIKMZIVW
FILEZMSV[MXLMRJERXWIZIRSRXLIWMQTPIWXPIZIPSJTPE]MRKTIITFSSVXMGOPMRKKEQIWERH
VSYXMRIWEVIYWIHI\XIRWMZIP]MRXLI½IPHSJHIEJFPMRHIHYGEXMSRKSMRKYTXSEZIV]GSQTPI\
and sophisticated level.
 %GGSQQSHEXMSRSJRI[I\TIVMIRGIW[MXLI\MWXMRKWGLIQIW3RGIEVSYXMRIMWQIQSVM^IH
ERHVIGSKRM^IHLS[HSIWXLIGLMPHGSTI[MXLYRI\TIGXIHGLERKIWMRXLIVSYXMRI#(SXLI]
IZIRRSXMGIXLIGLERKIERH[LEXTVSFPIQWSPZMRKEFMPMXMIWHSXLI]WLS[#
 4VSFPIQWSPZMRKETTVSEGLIW;LEXEFMPMXMIWHSIWXLIGLMPHHIQSRWXVEXIXSTIVGIMZIE
TVSFPIQERHXLIR½RHEWSPYXMSRXSMX#(SXLI]KMZIYTIEWMP]HSXLI]I\TIVMQIRX[MXL
EPXIVREXMZIWXS½RHE[E]XLVSYKLXLITVSFPIQHSXLI]EWOSXLIVWJSVLIPTSVHSXLI]VIEGX
[MXLJVYWXVEXMSRERHITMWSHIWSJKVIEXP]VEMWIHEVSYWEP#
 %FMPMX]XSJSVQWSGMEPEXXEGLQIRXWERHMRXIVEGX8LMWMRGPYHIWVIGSKRMXMSRSJSXLIVWQIQSV]
of previously established social interaction patterns, differentiated behaviors with different
TISTPIERHI\TERWMSRSJXLIWSGMEPGMVGPIJVSQEWMRKPIWTIGMEPTEVXRIVXSSXLIVW
 'SQQYRMGEXMSRQSHIW9WISJEQYPXMQSHEPPERKYEKIERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRETTVSEGLXS
MHIRXMJ]³XLIGLMPH´WTVIJIVVIHQSHIW´SZIVXMQI VIQIQFIVMRKXLEXXLITVIJIVVIHQSHI
JSVI\TVIWWMZIGSQQYRMGEXMSRQMKLXFIHMJJIVIRXXSXLITVIJIVVIHQSHIJSVVIGITXMZI
GSQQYRMGEXMSR 
8SXLMWPMWX-[SYPHEHHXLIMQTSVXERGISJSFWIVZMRKXLIGLMPH´WTSWXYVEPTVIJIVIRGIWERHXLI[E]
XLI]XVERWMXMSRJVSQSRITSWXYVIXSERSXLIV[LMGLGERSJJIVMRWMKLXWMRXSXLIMVHMWXVEGXMFMPMX]
MWWYIWWIRWSV]RIIHWERHWIPJVIKYPEXMSRWXVEXIKMIW
-LSTIXLEXER]SRI[MXLVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVEWWIWWMRKEGLMPHXLI]HSRSXORS[[MPPGSRWMHIV
JSPPS[MRKXLIGLMPHMRXLI[E]WXLEX-LEZIHIWGVMFIHEWE½VWXWXITFIJSVIXLI]MRXIVZIRIXSIPMGMX
VIWTSRWIWJVSQXLIGLMPH
References
&PELE68LSYKLXWSRXLI%WWIWWQIRXSJXLI7XYHIRX[MXLXLI1SWX4VSJSYRH(MWEFMPMXMIW
7II,IEV:SP2S*EPPLXXT[[[XWFZMIHYWIILIEVEVGLMZIXLSYKLXWLXQ
&VS[R(*SPPS[XLI'LMPH¯%TTVSEGLIWXS%WWIWWMRKXLI*YRGXMSREP:MWMSRERH,IEVMRK
SJ=SYRK'LMPHVIR[MXL'SRKIRMXEP(IEJ&PMRHRIWW6I7SYVGIW:SP2S;MRXIVLXXT
[[[GEHFWSVKEVXMGPIWF]WYFNIGXWGLSSP
&VS[R(8LIWIRWSV]MRXIKVEXMSRTIVWTIGXMZIERH[LEXMXSJJIVWYWMRXLI½IPHSJ
HIEJFPMRHRIWW4EVX(F-6IZMI[2S.YP](IGIQFIV½PI9WIVWHEZMHFVS[R
(S[RPSEHWCWIRWSV]MRXIKVEXMSRCTXCHFVS[R   THJ
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&VS[R(  ,IPTMRK'LMPHVIR;ERXXS(S8LMRKW-HIRXMJ]MRKERH9WMRK1SXMZEXSVW
6I7SYVGIW:SP2S7YQQIVLXXTGEHFWSVKEVXMGPIWF]WYFNIGXWGLSSP
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2IPWSR'ZER(MNO.3WXIV81G(SRRIPP%'LMPH+YMHIH7XVEXIKMIW8LI:ER(MNO
%TTVSEGLXS%WWIWWQIRX%4,LXXTWLSTETLSVK[IFETT[GWWXSVIWWIVZPIX4VSHYGXC'LMPH
KYMHIH 7XVEXIKMIW 8LI ZER (MNO %TTVSEGL XS %WWIWWQIRXC
4CC
:ER(MNO.4IVWSREPGSRGPYWMSREJXIVQSVIXLER]IEVWSJWGMIRXM½GERHTVEGXMGEP[SVOMR
1]3[R)ZSPYXMSRLXXTWREXMSREPHFSVKPMFVEV]TEKI
:ER(MNO.'LMPH+YMHIH%WWIWWQIRX4IVOMRW7GLSSPJSVXLI&PMRH[IFGEWXLXXTWYTTSVX
TIVOMRWSVKWMXI4EKI7IVZIV#TEKIREQI!;IFGEWXWC'LMPHC+YMHIHC%WWIWWQIRX
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7KLVDUWLFOHLVWKH¿UVWLQVWDOOPHQWLQDWZRSDUWVHULHV3DUW7ZRZLOOEHSXEOLVKHGLQDQ
XSFRPLQJHGLWLRQRIUH6RXUFHV
Deaf-Blindness, Self-Regulation, and Availability for Learning: Some Thoughts on
Educating Children with CHARGE Syndrome
by David Brown, Educational Specialist
Sigmund Freud claimed that there was no such thing as bad weather, only the wrong clothing
(obviously they never get tornadoes in Vienna). In much the same way we can say that there
is no such thing as a child with CHARGE syndrome who cannot be educated successfully in a
ORFDOVFKRRORQO\SURJUDPVZKLFKDUHQRWWKHULJKWµ¿W¶IRUWKHFKLOG,VLWHDV\WRJHWWKLVULJKW"
Usually not, and it tends to become more of a challenge as the child grows older and moves into
middle and high school, but there is evidence from a growing number of successful situations
that demonstrates both the challenges and the attitudes and solutions that can lead to success.
Reports from a large number of parents and education professionals over the past few decades
FRQ¿UPDJDLQDQGDJDLQZKDWDFKDOOHQJHWKLVFDQEH2IWHQWKHELJJHVWGLI¿FXOWLHVUHODWHWR
behavioral features of the children, but these are usually compounded by inappropriate responses
from the education world itself. The chief culprits that I see are lack of creative thinking,
VWHUHRW\SLFDODQGLQÀH[LEOHDWWLWXGHVLQDSSURSULDWHDVVHVVPHQWSURFHGXUHVDUHIXVDORULQDELOLW\
to genuinely observe children, and a misinterpretation of things that are observed. Attempts are
PDGHWRIRUFHWKHFKLOGUHQLQWRDSUHH[LVWLQJVWDQGDUGPROGRIWHQZLWKEHKDYLRUSODQVDVD
VLJQL¿FDQWH[WUDFRPSRQHQWDQGWKHHQGUHVXOWLVDOPRVWDOZD\VWRLQWHQVLI\WKHSUREOHPVDQG
move even further from any desired educational outcomes.
People with CHARGE generally have to cope with much more than just functional vision and
hearing problems because this condition often involves multiple systems and all, or most of,
WKHVHQVHV,QP\H[SHULHQFHPRVWSHRSOHZLWK&+$5*(GHYHORSDPD]LQJDGDSWLYHEHKDYLRUV
and almost all of them end up “fooling” other people into thinking that everything is easier and
PRUHVWUDLJKWIRUZDUGIRUWKHPWKDQLWDFWXDOO\LV3HRSOHZKRLPSO\WKDWDFKLOG¶VYHVWLEXODURU
vision or hearing issues have resolved and are no longer a problem have clearly misunderstood
the compensatory skills that the child is having to use in order to function at their current level. A
JRRGDQGHIIHFWLYHHGXFDWLRQDOSURJUDPZKLOHEHLQJYHU\SRVLWLYHDQGKDYLQJKLJKH[SHFWDWLRQV
should always take account of the fact that everything that a child with CHARGE syndrome
does is likely to take more thought and attention and concentration and energy and time for
them than it does for those of us who work with them. The education establishment seems to be
XQGXO\¿[DWHGRQDOPRVWREVHVVHGZLWKFRQVLGHUDWLRQVRIFRJQLWLYHVNLOOVDQGSRWHQWLDOWRWKH
H[FOXVLRQRIDOOHOVH\HWIRUPRVWFKLOGUHQZLWK&+$5*(FRJQLWLYHLVVXHVDSSHDUWREHRIOHVVHU

VLJQL¿FDQFHFRPSDUHGWRWKHRYHUZKHOPLQJLPSDFWRIPXOWLSOHVHQVRU\DQGQHXURORJLFDOLVVXHV
that we are still struggling to identify and understand.
The key challenges are listed below:
Deaf-Blindness
Most people with CHARGE that I have met satisfy the criteria for being considered as having
deaf-blindness, even if they have some useful vision and hearing. This is a disability that is
GH¿QHGLQIXQFWLRQDOQRWFOLQLFDOWHUPVDQGIRUHDFKLQGLYLGXDOZLWK&+$5*(LWLVPRVWO\DERXW
GLI¿FXOWLHVLQDFFHVVLQJLQIRUPDWLRQQRWMXVWIURPWKHZRUOGDURXQGWKHPEXWHYHQIURPWKHLU
own bodies. In 2005 I wrote that,
³3HRSOHZLWK&+$5*(V\QGURPHDUHWUXO\µPXOWLVHQVRU\LPSDLUHG¶KDYLQJ
GLI¿FXOWLHVQRWRQO\ZLWKYLVLRQDQGKHDULQJEXWDOVRZLWKWKHVHQVHVWKDWSHUFHLYH
balance, touch, temperature, pain, pressure, and smell, as well as problems
with breathing and swallowing, eating and drinking, digestion, and temperature
control.” (Brown 2005)
3HRSOHZKRVXJJHVWWKDWDFKLOG¶VIXQFWLRQDOYLVLRQDQGRUKHDULQJLV¿QHLQVSLWHRIWKHSUHVHQFH
of features like ocular defects, persistent ear infections, very low muscle tone, poor tactile
DQGSURSULRFHSWLYHSHUFHSWLRQDQGVLJQL¿FDQWYHVWLEXODUG\VIXQFWLRQVKRXOGEHUHJDUGHG
with scepticism. If anyone wishes a broader view of vision issues in CHARGE syndrome, for
H[DPSOHDQGWKHFRPSOH[LWLHVLQYROYHGJRWRZZZFDGEVRUJQHZVOHWWHU %URZQ 
7KHSKLORVRSK\RIGHDIEOLQGHGXFDWLRQRIIHUVWKHEHVWPDWFKIRUWKHVHPXOWLSOHFRPSOH[DQG
overlapping sensory problems, as outlined in the article “Educational Needs of Children with
&+$5*(6\QGURPH´ 0DMRUVDQG6WHO]HU 7KHOLVWRIWHDFKLQJVWUDWHJLHVDWWKHHQGRIWKLV
article gives a particularly good idea of the range of approaches that might need to be considered
LQRUGHUIRUWKHHGXFDWLRQDOSURJUDPWREHVXFFHVVIXO2QFHDFKLOGLVUHJDUGHGDVKDYLQJGHDI
blindness a very special and appropriate world of resources and information is opened up. With
the Internet, and websites such as those of the CHARGE Syndrome Foundation, DB-LINK, the
7H[DV6FKRROIRUWKH%OLQGDQG9LVXDOO\,PSDLUHG&DOLIRUQLD'HDI%OLQG6HUYLFHVDQGPDQ\
RWKHUVDGYRFDWHVIRUWKLVSRSXODWLRQQRZKDYHDVLJQL¿FDQWDQGJURZLQJERG\RILQIRUPDWLRQWR
assist them.
Curriculum Delivery
For children with CHARGE it is particularly important to think carefully about ways that the
FXUULFXOXPLVEHLQJGHOLYHUHG$OWKRXJKDFKLOGPLJKWµSHUIRUP¶ZHOOZLWKDQDGXOWLQTXLWH
VWUXFWXUHGDFWLYLWLHVWKHVHDFWLYLWLHVFRXOGVRPHWLPHVLPSRVHVLJQL¿FDQWOHYHOVRIVWUHVVLIWKH\
FRQWLQXHIRUWRRORQJDSHULRGRIWLPHRULIWKHFKLOG¶VSRVLWLRQLQJEHFRPHVXQFRPIRUWDEOHRU
insecure. Because a child seems to have a good level of cognitive ability and potential there
might be an assumption that they should therefore be able to sit for 20 or 30 or more minutes
DWDWLPHDQGDWWHQGDQGOHDUQLQTXLWHVWUXFWXUHGZD\VUDWKHUOLNHPRVWRWKHUVWXGHQWVRIWKHLU
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DJHZLWKDKHDULQJORVVRUDYLVXDOLPSDLUPHQW%XWFRJQLWLYHDELOLW\SRWHQWLDOLVRQO\RQHRI
the things needed to learn and function in this kind of way, and in fact the child might have a
UDQJHRIGLVDELOLWLHVDQGHVSHFLDOO\VHQVRU\GLI¿FXOWLHVWKDWDUHOLNHO\WRSUHVHQWELJREVWDFOHVWR
managing these (for them) lengthy periods of immobile desk-learning.
An activity-based approach to curriculum (i.e., working on the appropriate curriculum goals in
areas like math and language and social and self-help skills, but all embedded within certain
IXQFWLRQDODFWLYLWLHVWKDWUHTXLUHWKHFKLOGWRPRYHDURXQGSHULRGLFDOO\ FDQRIWHQKHOSWRNHHS
stress levels and arousal levels down. Many children with CHARGE enjoy and respond well to
PRYLQJDURXQGDQGSK\VLFDOO\µGRLQJ¶WKLQJVDQGFDQOHDUQDORWRIWKHFXUULFXOXPZKLOHWKH\
DUHGRLQJWKLV7KH\DOVRDQGSDUDGR[LFDOO\RIWHQQHHGWRJHWLQWRDIXOO\VXSSRUWHGKRUL]RQWDO
SRVLWLRQRUDWOHDVWSODFHWKHLUKHDGLQWKLVSRVLWLRQIRUSHULRGVRIWLPH2IFRXUVHDFHUWDLQOHYHO
RIµGHVNOHDUQLQJ¶VKRXOGEHLQWURGXFHGDVDSDUWRIHDFKGD\DOVR.HHSLQJWKHVHVHVVLRQVIDLUO\
EULHIUHTXLULQJWKHFKLOGWRPRYHZKHQWKH\VHHPWREHORVLQJFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGXVLQJPDWHULDOV
and concepts that are motivating and meaningful to them should help to guarantee a fair degree
of success. Sometimes the child might need lots of time to gather information, work at things
and get them right, but at other times they might need activities that do not last too long and that
move at a good brisk pace; otherwise they might become stressed or bored and may need some
NLQGRIVSHFL¿FVHQVRU\LQSXW,QSDUWLFXODUSHRSOHQHHGWROHDUQKRZWRµUHDG¶WKHFKLOGWRVHH
when they are becoming over-aroused, or stressed, or tired, and so are needing to be helped to
transition smoothly to a more appropriate activity.
Communication & Language
7KHUHDUHPDQ\LPSRUWDQWDQGFRPSOH[FRQVLGHUDWLRQVLQWKHDUHDRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQG
ODQJXDJH)RUDYDULHW\RIUHDVRQVPDQ\FKLOGUHQZLWK&+$5*(KDYHGLI¿FXOWLHVZLWK
DFFHVVLQJSXUHO\VSRNHQODQJXDJHHVSHFLDOO\ZLWKXVLQJLWWKHPVHOYHVIRUH[SUHVVLRQ%XWWKH\
do show great interest and skill in receiving information visually (i.e., signs, gestures, familiar
REMHFWV DQGLQH[SUHVVLQJWKHPVHOYHVJHVWXUDOO\:KLOHLWPLJKWEHLPSRUWDQWWRFRQWLQXHXVLQJ
appropriate spoken language with the child, I think it is important for most children in this
SRSXODWLRQWRRIIHUWKHPODQJXDJHLQVLJQDQGWRWKLQNDERXWXVLQJJHVWXUHVIDFLDOH[SUHVVLRQV
and objects communicatively as well, and going for a Total Communication approach (see
0DMRUV 6HOW]HU ,IWKHFKLOGGRHVODWHURSWIRUVSHHFKDVWKHLUH[SUHVVLYHODQJXDJHPRGH
WKHUHPD\EHVHYHUDOVSHFL¿FUHDVRQVZK\WKH\KDYHVRPHGLI¿FXOWLHVZLWKWKHDUWLFXODWLRQRI
VSHHFK VHHWKHOLVWEHORZ DQGJLYLQJWKHFKLOGDFFHVVWRVLJQDVDEDFNXSIRUWKHLUH[SUHVVLYH
speech should also help to reduce any potential frustration levels at not being immediately
understood by other people. The child may well then make their own choices and develop their
own preferences about how and where and when and with whom they use speech or sign. Many
children, if they have a range of communication options available to them, both receptively and
H[SUHVVLYHO\FOHDUO\VKRZWKHLUVNLOODWFKRRVLQJZKDWVXLWVWKHPEHVWIURPPRPHQWWRPRPHQW
It is not at all unusual for a person with CHARGE syndrome to develop good levels of language
EXWWRUHFHLYHLQRQHPRGH RIWHQVSHHFK DQGWRH[SUHVVLQDGLIIHUHQWRQH RIWHQVLJQ 7KHUHLV
DOVRHYLGHQFHRIJUDGXDORUVXGGHQGHWHULRUDWLRQRIKHDULQJDQGRUYLVXDODELOLWLHVLQVRPHSHRSOH
with CHARGE, which adds further weight to the argument that Total Communication is a wise
option to maintain.
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2QHDGGLWLRQDOSRLQWWKDWQHHGVWREHPHQWLRQHGLVWKHJURZLQJOLNHOLKRRGWKDWPDQ\SHRSOHZLWK
&+$5*(PLJKWKDYHH[HFXWLYHIXQFWLRQGLVRUGHU VHHEHORZ 7KLVFDUULHVPDQ\LPSOLFDWLRQV
EXWDVIDUDVFRPPXQLFDWLRQLVFRQFHUQHGLWPD\PDNHLWGLI¿FXOWIRUFKLOGUHQWRLQLWLDWHLWVR
WKDWHYHQLIWKH\KDYHWKHODQJXDJH VSRNHQRUVLJQHG DQGHYHQLIWKH\NQRZH[DFWO\ZKDWWKH\
want or need to say, they might be unable to do it unless another person gets them started (e.g.,
E\DVNLQJWKHFKLOGDTXHVWLRQOLNH³$UH\RXRND\"´RU³'R\RXZDQWVRPHWKLQJ"´RU³'R\RX
QHHGWRJRWRWKHEDWKURRP"´ 6RPHWLPHVDWRROOLNHDZULWWHQRUSLFWRULDOGDLO\FDOHQGDUV\VWHP
PLJKWEHDSSURSULDWHDQGKHOSIXODORQJZLWKVRPHNLQGRILQGLYLGXDOL]HGFRPPXQLFDWLRQERRN
that includes a vocabulary of relevant written words or drawings of signs, which the child can
refer to to help get themselves started. These concrete systems might offer children an important
amount of support and reassurance even though they may not obviously refer back to the
FDOHQGDURIWHQWKURXJKRXWWKHGD\0\H[SHULHQFHVXJJHVWVWKDWPDQ\VWXGHQWVZLWK&+$5*(
EHQH¿WIURPVLPSO\NQRZLQJWKHFDOHQGDUDQGRUWKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQERRNLVWKHUHDQGFDQEH
consulted if needed.
Potential Barriers to Speech & Sign Articulation
:KHQZHFRQVLGHUWKHPDQ\DQRPDOLHVWKDWDUHDVVRFLDWHGZLWK&+$5*(V\QGURPHZH¿QG
many that are likely to have a negative impact on the development of well-articulated speech or
VLJQLQJ,ZLOOOLVWWKHVHVLJQL¿FDQWDQRPDOLHV¿UVWIURPWKHSHUVSHFWLYHRIEDUULHUVWRHIIHFWLYH
speech articulation:
















Hearing impairment
Vision impairment
Facial palsy
Low muscle tone
Poor tactile perception
2URIDFLDOFOHIWLQJ
Enlarged tongue
Poor tongue movement
Small lower jaw
/DU\Q[SKDU\Q[DQRPDOLHV
%UHDWKLQJGLI¿FXOWLHVDQGSRRUOXQJFDSDFLW\
6ZDOORZLQJGLI¿FXOWLHV
Dental anomalies
'HOD\HGLPPDWXUHHDWLQJVNLOOV
&KURQLFFRQJHVWLRQLQIHFWLRQV

In spite of this daunting list many children with CHARGE do opt for speech as their preferred
H[SUHVVLYHPRGHDOWKRXJKDUWLFXODWLRQGLI¿FXOWLHVPD\PDNHWKHLUVSHHFKYHU\GLI¿FXOWWR
understand. The list of anomalies that may have a negative impact on good sign articulation is
just as imposing, although generally speaking it is easier for children to form intelligible signs
than intelligible words. Here is the second list, from the perspective of barriers to effective sign
articulation:
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Low or poorly modulated muscle tone
Poor tactile perception
Poor proprioceptive perception
Poor vestibular perception
Poor spatial awareness
'\VSUD[LD
Poor body awareness
Poor bilateral coordination
3RRUVHQVHRIHTXLOLEULXP
9DULRXVSRVWXUDOGLI¿FXOWLHV
/RZYLVLRQEOLQGQHVVRUYLVXDO¿HOGORVVHV
Skeletal anomalies

Avoid Working at Thresholds
I think of most children with CHARGE syndrome as a people who, for much of the school day,
are probably operating at the very thresholds of their sensory abilities, which is a challenging
and potentially stressful level at which to be functioning for more than short periods of time.
7KLVLVSRVVLEO\WKHVLWXDWLRQHYHQDWWLPHVZKHQWKHFKLOGUHQVHHPTXLWHUHOD[HGDQGFRQ¿GHQW
DQGWKHDFWLYLWLHVVHHPZHOOZLWKLQWKHLUYDULRXVFRPSHWHQFLHV&RQVHTXHQWO\LWLVDJRRGLGHD
WRWU\WRHQVXUHWKDWDFWLYLWLHVDUHVLPSOL¿HGDQGPDGHDVHDV\DVSRVVLEOHIRUHDFKFKLOGVRWKDW
the essential teaching point is clear and accessible and the child is not having to think about and
SULRULWL]HRWKHUFRQVLGHUDWLRQV HJGHDOLQJZLWKEDFNJURXQGQRLVHRUFKDOOHQJLQJSK\VLFDO
SRVLWLRQVRUYLVXDOFOXWWHURUJODUHRURWKHUNLQGVRIVHQVRU\RYHUORDGLQJRUDQ[LHW\DERXW
XQNQRZQIXWXUHSODQVDQGVRRQ 7KHFKLOGUHQ¶VOHYHORIDOHUWQHVVRUIDWLJXHDSSHDUVWRVKRZ
itself in their posture and movement patterns and attention levels, and people involved with them
QHHGWRIDPLOLDUL]HWKHPVHOYHVZLWKWKHVHLQGLFDWRUVDQGNQRZKRZWRDGDSWHDFKVLWXDWLRQVRWKDW
the child is supported and does not become too tired or too stressed.
Complex Health Issues
7KHVHDUHW\SLFDOO\FRPSOH[DQGVHYHUHLQQDWXUHDQGRIWHQDQGUHSHDWHGO\DUHOLIHWKUHDWHQLQJ
LQQDWXUHVRWKH\WDNHSULRULW\RYHUHGXFDWLRQDOFRQVLGHUDWLRQV7KXVWKHUHDUHVLJQL¿FDQW
FRQVLGHUDWLRQVDURXQGWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIPHGLFDOSDUDPHGLFDOVHUYLFHVDQGWKHVWUDWHJLHV
UHTXLUHGWREDODQFHKHDOWKDQGHGXFDWLRQDOQHHGV,QWKHEURDGVSHFLDOHGXFDWLRQ¿HOGWKHUHLV
H[WHQVLYHOLWHUDWXUHDERXWWKHVHNLQGVRILVVXHVLQVFKRROVHWWLQJV,WLVQRWVRYHU\UDUHWRVHHD
child with CHARGE in school with a full-time nurse, maybe also with a full-time educational
LQWHUYHQHURUDVLJQLQWHUSUHWHUDQGLQP\H[SHULHQFHWKLVKDVDOZD\VVHHPHGQHFHVVDU\DQG
appropriate in each case I have observed. If nursing and healthcare procedures take up much of
the school day that is where the education program can focus. So much of the curriculum can
VWLOOEHDFFHVVHGGXULQJWKHVHSURFHGXUHVZKLFKDUHQRWDQH[FXVHIRUDEDQGRQLQJDQ\LGHDRI
dialogue, communication and language development, numeracy and literacy work, orientation
DQGPRELOLW\DFWLYLW\WXUQWDNLQJIRUH[DPSOH,QWKLVSRSXODWLRQHDUO\YRFDEXODU\ZLOORIWHQ
LQFOXGHWKHZRUGVVLJQVIRUVXFKWKLQJVDVYHQWLODWRU*WXEHEXWWRQVXFWLRQSLOOVDQGVRRQ,W
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PD\DOVREHSRVVLEOHWRZRUNWRZDUGVLQGHSHQGHQFHZLWKVRPHRIWKHVHQXUVLQJSDUDPHGLFDO
SURFHGXUHVLWVHHPVWRPHTXLWHLFRQLFDQGW\SLFDOWKDWWKH¿UVWFKLOG,HYHUVDZJLYHKLPVHOI
lunch through a G-tube entirely independently (while he continued to converse in sign language
one-handed) should have been a teenager with CHARGE!
Executive Function Disorder & Self-Regulation Issues
With the passage of time I have come to consider this as probably the most challenging and
least understood long-term aspect of this condition for the children themselves, their families
and educators. Whenever I am approached and asked to help with a student with CHARGE it
is almost always these issues that are the main focus of the challenge and so of the solutions.
6HYHUDOSHRSOHLQWKH¿HOGDUHQRZLQYHVWLJDWLQJDPRQJWKHP7LP+DUWVKRUQHZKRZURWHWKLVLQ
the CHARGE Syndrome Foundation Professional Packet:
³&KLOGUHQZLWK&+$5*(GHYHORSEHKDYLRUDOGLI¿FXOWLHVVRPHRIZKLFK
may be described as autistic-like, and obsessive-compulsive, with attention
GLI¿FXOWLHVDQGWLFGLVRUGHUVDOVRSUHVHQW7KHUHDUHSRWHQWLDOO\PXOWLSOHVRXUFHV
IRUWKHVHGLI¿FXOWLHVDQGUHVHDUFKLVDWWHPSWLQJWRVRUWWKHPRXW0XOWLVHQVRU\
impairments, communication frustrations, and physical pain and discomfort
all have been implicated. However, some children with fairly good sensory
DELOLWLHVDGHTXDWHFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQGOLWWOHDSSDUHQWGLVFRPIRUWPD\VWLOOKDYH
challenging behavior. Cognitive impairment has been implicated in some but not
DOOFDVHV,WVHHPVOLNHO\WKDWVRPHQHXURSV\FKRORJLFDOSUREOHPVH[LVW5HFHQW
UHVHDUFKVXSSRUWVWKHSUHVHQFHRIH[HFXWLYHG\VIXQFWLRQRUSUREOHPVZLWK
VKLIWLQJLQLWLDWLQJLQKLELWLQJRUVXVWDLQLQJDFWLRQVEDVHGRQSUHIURQWDOFRUWH[
DFWLYLW\$QRWKHUDUHDEHLQJH[SORUHGLVWKHSUHVHQFHRIDUHJXODWRU\GLVRUGHU
PDNLQJLWGLI¿FXOWIRUWKHFKLOGWRUHJXODWHFRPSOH[SURFHVVHVVXFKDVWKHLUVOHHS
wake cycle, hunger-satiety cycle, their ability to console themselves, to manage
their emotions, and to plan their motor activities.” (Hartshorne 2005)
6RPDQ\LVVXHVHQFRXQWHUHGLQDVLJQL¿FDQWSRUWLRQRIWKHSRSXODWLRQRISHRSOHZLWK&+$5*(±
SRRUVHOIUHJXODWLRQULJLGGHSHQGHQFHRQURXWLQHVGLI¿FXOWLHVPDQDJLQJWUDQVLWLRQVPDLQWDLQLQJ
an appropriate emotional perspective, urgent but unusual postural needs, sensory needs and
UHVXOWDQWVHOIVWLPXODWLRQEHKDYLRUVDOODGGOD\HUVWRWKHSX]]OH7KH¿UVWVWHSVHHPVWREHWR
try to ascertain when these issues, and which of them, are present before anything effective can
be done about them. My observations suggest that most children with CHARGE are not always
and not fully available for learning due to this multi-layered set of issues, and that this needs
to be considered urgently before other aspects of the academic curriculum can be addressed
HIIHFWLYHO\:HDUHOHDUQLQJIURPH[DPSOHVRIFUHDWLYHWKLQNLQJDQGJRRGSUDFWLFHPXFKRILW
FULVLVGULYHQ7KHXVHRILQWHUYHQHUV VHHKWWSLQWHUYHQHURUJIRUH[DPSOH DQLGHDWKDWFRPHV
IURPWKH¿HOGRIGHDIEOLQGHGXFDWLRQKDVSURYHGYHU\HIIHFWLYHLQPDQ\FDVHV±LQDLGLQJPRUH
HI¿FLHQWRQJRLQJDVVHVVPHQWSURYLGLQJPRUHHIIHFWLYHDFFHVVWRWKHFXUULFXOXPLQIXO¿OPHQWRI
,(3UHTXLUHPHQWVLQIDFLOLWDWLQJLQWHUDFWLRQVZLWKSHHUVDQGDQHYHUJURZLQJVRFLDOFLUFOHDQGLQ
offering reassurance and effective strategies when self-regulation issues begin to arise. We still
have a long way to go, but at least the focus now seems to be more clear and more appropriate.
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phenotype describes what is unique to the behavior associated with different
syndromes. While behaviors in CHARGE are as complex and variable as other aspects
of the syndrome, there are some commonalities that raise the question of common
sources for these behaviors. This article addresses how pain, sensory issues, and
anxiety may impact the behavior of individuals with CHARGE syndrome, and how the
development of self-regulation skills might help to mitigate some of the behaviors.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

and behavioral presentations continue to draw large crowds at
international conferences.

In 1996, there was a panel on behavior in CHARGE at the Australasian

Problem behaviors in CHARGE are as complex and variable as

CHARGE conference. The next year at the International CHARGE

other aspects of the syndrome. Physical behaviors may include

Conference in the United States, Denno and Bernstein (1997)

scratching, hair pulling, biting, pinching, kicking, shoving, throwing

presented on behavioral characteristics in CHARGE. Concern about

objects, smearing feces, undressing, self-injury, and resistance. Verbal

and interest in the behavioral aspects of CHARGE have increased

behaviors may include repetitive statements or questions, yelling, and

since. In 2007, Wachtel, Hartshorne, and Dailor (2007) reported that

complaining. Non-verbal behaviors may include agitation, pacing,

37 (43%) of individuals with CHARGE from their sample were on at

invading personal space, and withdrawal. Psychiatric diagnoses are

least one psychotropic medication: 15 were on one, 13 were on two, 8

often assigned to individuals with CHARGE, the most common being

were on three, and one person was on five psychotropic medications.

autism, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and attention-deficit/hyper-

We suspect the number overall has increased. Behavioral issues are

activity disorder. But we have also seen individuals diagnosed with

common topics on the various CHARGE syndrome social media pages

Tourette disorder, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, anxiety disorder, and
major depressive disorder.

Timothy S. Hartshorne is professor of psychology at Central Michigan University. His

Hartshorne and Cypher (2004) argued that “it may not make sense

research is focused on the behavioral and family issues in CHARGE syndrome.

to add diagnoses on to that of CHARGE, such as CHARGE and autistic
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behaviors that are like those in other disorders” (p. 50–51). As Waite
et al. (2014) point out, “High rates of ASD have been reported in
syndromes such as Cornelia de Lange and fragileX. However, there is
debate about whether the ASD profile of behaviors that triggers a
diagnosis in these syndromes is the same as in individuals with
idiopathic ASD” (p. 470). Unusual behavior is often associated with
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genetic syndromes, and may constitute a behavioral phenotype. A true
behavioral phenotype would potentially allow for the diagnosis of a
syndrome on the basis of behavior that is unique to the syndrome
(Harris, 2006). Hartshorne (2011) has described a behavioral
phenotype for CHARGE syndrome (Table 1). While these seven
characteristics appear to be descriptive of behavior in CHARGE,
additional research is needed to compare behavior in CHARGE with
behavior in other syndromes (Waite et al., 2014). Nevertheless, they
provide an alternative to a psychiatric diagnosis and a foundation for
future research.
Challenging behavior in genetic syndromes may be seen as
deriving from four sources (Einfeld, 2004). These are vulnerabilities
stemming from intellectual disability when present, from the child's life
experience, from factors in the immediate environment, and from the

FIGURE 1 Behavior Triangle: Major sources of problem behavior
in CHARGE syndrome

specific genetic cause. While we cannot change the genetics, another
approach to behavior is to try and understand why it might develop,

2010; Stallard, Williams, Lenton, & Velleman, 2001) and that they

assuming it has an experiential/environmental etiology. Through our

may communicate pain in a different way due to communication and

work with individuals with CHARGE and their families we have come

sensory deficits (Oberlander & Symons, 2006; Stratton &

to see three sources of behavioral issues in CHARGE beyond what

Hartshorne, 2010).

might be genetic. These are the experience of pain, sensory issues, and

Individuals with CHARGE endure a significant number of painful

anxiety. Figure 1 shows these in the form of a triangle. In the middle is

experiences including multiple, intensive medical procedures,

self-regulation, as we believe learning to self-regulate pain, sensory

recovery, acute complications, and various therapies (e.g., physical

systems, and anxiety can help to mitigate the behavioral issues.

therapy) to name a few. Stratton and Hartshorne (2010) found that

This article addresses how pain, sensory issues, and anxiety impact

individuals with CHARGE experience considerable amounts of

the behavior of individuals with CHARGE syndrome, and also briefly

reported intense pain, largely from complications related to

addresses the development of self-regulation.

CHARGE including migraines, constipation, surgery-related pain,
chronic otitis media, sinusitis, gastroesophageal reflux, dental issues,

2 | PAIN
Historically, individuals with developmental disabilities who present
with limited communication have been portrayed as having a higher
threshold for pain than the general population and some have gone
as far as to say these individuals do not feel pain (Sobsey, 2006).
Similar statements, without any evidenced based research, have also
been proposed for individuals with CHARGE, such as suggesting a
high pain threshold. More recent research, however, suggests that
individuals with developmental disabilities, including those with
CHARGE, experience more frequent and intense pain experiences
(Breau, Camfield, McGrath, & Finley, 2003; Stratton & Hartshorne,

and breathing-related pain. It has also been hypothesized that all 12
cranial nerves can be impacted in CHARGE and the extent of these
anomalies’ relationship to pain is unknown (Blake, Hartshorne,
Laward, Dailor, & Thelin, 2008). Migraine headaches, however, have
been implicated in cranial nerve V functioning (Hargreaves, 2007).
Blake et al. (2008) report cranial nerve V anomalies in over half of
children with CHARGE. Migraines were reported by parents to be
the most intense painful experience for children with CHARGE in the
Stratton and Hartshorne (2010) investigation.
In addition to substantial and intense acute pain experiences,
individuals with CHARGE have chronic pain (Stratton & Hartshorne,
2010). Parents were asked to rate their child's frequency of pain for
a variety of identified painful experiences. Of those experiences,
gastroesophageal reflux, difficulty swallowing, breathing difficulty,

TABLE 1

CHARGE syndrome behavioral phenotype

Low normal cognitive functioning
Very goal directed and persistent with sense of humor

hip/back pain, abdominal migraines, and muscle pain were reported
to occur 95 or more days a year, often in combination with one or
more other painful experiences. In addition to prolonged conditions
eliciting chronic pain, surgery pain is frequent. The reported

Socially interested but immature
Repetitive behaviors, increase under stress
High degree of sensation seeking

average number of surgeries was 12 (range of 1–47) between the
ages of 1 and 18.
Due to its chronic nature, individuals with CHARGE may develop a

Under conditions of stress and sensory overload find it difficult to
self-regulate and easily lose behavioral control

high degree of pain tolerance, and so underreport it. Those with

Difficulty with shifting attention and moving on to new things; easily
lost in own thoughts

experience of pain. When not reported clearly, underreported, or

From ref. Hartshorne (2011). Used by permission.

communication challenges may not have the tools to indicate the
when communication attempts are missed by others, treatment to
reduce pain is not sufficient or even missing. As the gold standard for
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treatment of pain remains patient self-report, individuals with

assessments can be useful to identify pain early when problem

CHARGE are placed at greater risk for experiencing long-term,

behaviors begin/increase and can lead to earlier treatment of pain/

unnecessary pain that can impact their quality of life (Oberlander &

discomfort and a reduction, or elimination in problem behavior.

Symons, 2006), overall adaptive skills (Breau et al., 2007), mental

Teaching strategies to indicate and communicate pain at the child's

health (Kassam-Adams, 2006), and behavior.

developmental level is strongly suggested, particularly when pain is

With pain, problem behaviors increase. For those individuals with
CHARGE who have a combination of limited communication and

present. As more formal communication increases, problem behaviors
are less likely to develop.

heightened pain experiences, it is expected that problem behaviors will
be elevated and at times will be intense. Even with more formal and
functional communication in place, pain can impact adaptive

3 | SENSOR Y I S SU ES

functioning including understanding and using language, and socializing (Breau et al., 2007), thereby reducing the self-report of pain. In one

As they develop, children learn how to create responses to their

investigation, individuals with an intellectual disability were found to

sensory experiences (Dunn, 1997). According to Dunn, sensory

have between 21% and 29% reduction in functioning when in pain

processing difficulties can affect social, cognitive, and sensorimo-

(Breau et al., 2007). It is unknown to what degree reductions in

tor development. They can also impact the child's reactivity to their

adaptive behavior and communication occur in individuals with

environment, and this can lead to behavioral issues. Fox, Snow, &

CHARGE when their pain experience intensifies or occurs for a

Holland (2014) found sensory processing difficulties in well over

prolonged period. However, it is clear, based on our experience, that

half of 38 five- to nine-year-old children at risk for conduct

these are replaced by problem behavior, an alternative form of

disorders.

communicating one's needs.

Sensory impairments and differences in response to sensory

As noted, many children with CHARGE develop extremely

stimulation are frequently associated with genetic syndromes, and

challenging behavior (Hartshorne, Hefner, & Davenport, 2005; Lauger,

understanding these and how they influence behavior is important

Cornelius, & Keedy, 2005; van Dijk & de Kort, 2005). It has been shown

(Waite et al., 2014). Many of the puzzling behaviors demonstrated by

that challenging behaviors increase with pain, including aggression and

children with CHARGE syndrome originate from the complex multi-

self-injury, and may serve as indicators of pain or alternative ways to

sensory impairments that are prevalent in the condition (Davenport &

communicate pain to others (Cook, Niven, & Downs, 1999; Symons &

Hefner, 2011). The behaviors begin because they serve important

Danov, 2005). Further, longer periods of time associated with elevated

functions for the children, and it is necessary to understand the

pain have also been found to be associated with elevated ratings of

functions of these behaviors before attempting to modify them

self-injurious behaviors (Symons & Danov, 2005; Symons, Harper,

(Murdoch, 1997). The brain is only connected to the body and to the

McGarth, Breau, & Bodfish, 2009). Given this, it is imperative for

outside world through the sensory systems (Coren, Porac, & Ward,

parents, medical professionals, educators and the like to first rule-out

1984) and in CHARGE syndrome all of the sensory systems may be

pain when problem behaviors have presented, spiked, and/or appear

malfunctioning for various reasons. There may be specific problems

unexplainable. All behavior is communication and challenging behav-

with the sensory receptors (the eyes, the ears, the vestibular

iors like aggression, property destruction, tantrums, and self-injury, are

apparatus, etc.), there may be problems with the nerve pathways

strongly communicating that there is a problem, and it is often due to

that connect the sensory receptors to the brain, specifically, frequent

pain.

impaired function of the cranial nerves (Blake et al., 2008), and there

The CHARGE Non-Vocal Pain Assessment (CNVPA) (Stratton

may be malformations of the brain itself (Feng et al., 2017), and all of

& Hartshorne, 2012) is a non-vocal pain measure that can be used

these will have a significant negative impact on overall sensory

to screen for pain based on an individual's presenting behavior.

functioning. It is not unusual for a child to have all three kinds of these

This 30-item measure assesses five subscales including vocal,

problems, (with sensory receptors, with nerve pathways, and with the

social, facial, activity/challenging behaviors, and body limbs/

brain), which makes functioning (for them), and understanding and

physiological and uses a Likert rating scale. The CNVPA is reported

interpretation (for us) very difficult.

to have strong psychometric properties, good social validity, and

We rely on intact sensory systems to gather information about our

has been found to discriminate pain well from non-pain behavior

environment. It is important to remember that damage to any one

for individuals with CHARGE.

sensory system can present functional challenges to integration with

In summary, problem behaviors serve a purpose and often in

other, apparently unrelated, sensory systems, because information is

CHARGE are communicating discomfort or pain. Due to multisensory

missing. In this context even minor issues with a sensory system, things

impairments, many individuals with CHARGE present with limited

which should be easily managed and compensated for by most people,

communication that can be further limited by a painful experience.

may have a magnified impact on overall sensory functioning and

Rather than using the historical model of “They don’t feel pain or they

behavior for a child with CHARGE syndrome. For example, vestibular

need to experience more pain to feel it,” more recent research suggests

problems may contribute to functional vision deficiencies (Möller,

individuals with CHARGE tolerate a significant amount of pain and

2011). Clinical assessment might suggest that a child's vision or hearing

likely communicate this through problem behavior. Non-vocal pain

or balance are fine, particularly if examination of eyes and ears
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suggests that everything is anatomically intact. However, close

multi-sensory impairment the need to self-stimulate becomes

observation of the child is likely to reveal significant problems with

more intense and more persistent because the brain is not in

function, not least because of the interdependence of the senses

good contact with the body. Characteristic self-stimulation behav-

(Smith, Smith, & Blake, 2010). As a result it is most helpful to consider

iors in early childhood include rocking side to side (just the head or

children with CHARGE syndrome as multi-sensory impaired, and to

the whole body), kicking the legs, sucking the fingers, grinding the

utilize well-established educational practices from the broad field of

teeth, rubbing or scratching the body with the hands, staring at light

deafblindness.

sources (often while waving a hand in front of the eyes to create

The sensory systems of children with CHARGE syndrome are

shadows and visible movement), and adopting postures which create

unusually vulnerable to deterioration or further damage. A sensory

strong proprioceptive stimulation (crossing the fingers and the legs,

problem may be temporary because of an infection (e.g., of the eye

arching the back, curling into a fetal position, pressing the head,

or the ear, joint pain, or a skin infection). But it may also be the case

squeezing into tight spaces). These behaviors can serve many

that the sensory system itself has sustained permanent damage as a

important functions (Moss, 1993), including confirming that the body

result of such things as persistent and severe infections over time,

has postural security, reducing the impact of joint pain, helping to

unfortunate side effects of surgical intervention, falls resulting in

maintain an open airway, reducing discomfort from constipation,

impact to the head, or the child's own self-stimulation behaviors

stabilizing the visual field, calming down, and gaining and maintaining

which can develop in intensity and frequency until they become self-

alertness. In the early days all these behaviors give the child's brain a

abusive (e.g., head banging, teeth grinding, eye poking, skin picking).

better idea of where the body is, what it is doing, and what it is

Any worrying change in behavior (e.g., not looking at things, not

capable of doing. As a result these kinds of spontaneous behaviors

responding to sounds, moving less, resisting being touched, or lifted

are inherently self-regulating, and they offer us important insights

and carried, sleeping too much or not enough, self-stimulating with

into the child's challenges and needs, and valuable pointers for our

more intensity or more frequency) should result in an investigation

interventions (Haney, Hartshorne, & Nicholas, 2015). But if we do

of sensory status.

not notice and value self-stimulation behaviors, or even worse, if we

Significant variability of sensory functioning may also result from

consider them nonfunctional or negative and try to eliminate them as

internal factors (such as fatigue, hunger, chronic constipation, pain,

our only goal, then this is likely to have a negative impact on the

poor body temperature control, anxiety) and external factors (such as

child's self-confidence and sociability, and in turn their behavior. If

light levels, noise levels, sensory distractions, postural insecurity).

we believe that children with CHARGE engage in unusual behavior

Sometimes aggressive behavior towards self or others may be reduced,

because it is in some way functional for their self-regulation

or eliminated altogether, by measures taken to change these internal

(Ramirez, Hartshorne, & Nicholas, 2014), then attempts to block

and external factors. Pain control, deep pressure massage, removal of

these behaviors may frustrate and challenge the child to engage in

excessive environmental stimuli, regular movement, and better

even more serious behaviors. Our goal must be to understand why

physical support in sitting, can all help a child to become less

the child might have chosen these behaviors, and then help them to

distressed, and more available for social interaction and learning.

find alternatives that still provide, among other things, the necessary

An additional consideration is that many of the children have

sensory stimulation.

sensory systems that are not integrated together effectively so that
they do not respond to stimulation in a well-modulated way (Brown,
2005). Such sensory processing issues are considered to underlie

4 | ANXIE TY

behavioral and functional problems in Autism Spectrum Disorder
(Case-Smith, Weaver, & Fristad, 2015). This is likely the same in

Anxiety, anxious behavior, and diagnosed anxiety disorders are

CHARGE given the challenges of multi-sensory impairment. As a

common concerns among individuals with CHARGE and their care-

result, apparently minor incidental sensory inputs (air movement or

givers. A survey of 87 families found that anxiety disorders were the

quiet noise from a heater or air conditioner, shadows created by people

most common mental health diagnoses reported in individuals with

walking between the child and a window, a wet or sticky patch on the

CHARGE (Wachtel, Hartshorne, & Dailor, 2007). Blake, Salem-

tabletop where the child places their hands) may overload the child and

Hartshorne, Daoud, and Gradstein (2005) surveyed caregivers of

create strong aversive responses, high levels of over arousal, or a

individuals with CHARGE and 43% indicated that their child was

significant increase in possibly damaging self-stimulation behavior.

diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive disorder while 37% percent

Good deafblind educational practice is founded upon a multi-sensory

indicated an anxiety disorder diagnosis. Similarly, Hartshorne et al.

view of the child and their environment, so that all of these internal and

(2016) found that about 50% of their participants with CHARGE

external factors should be automatically considered, particularly when

indicated difficulties with anxiety and/or obsessive-compulsive

a child's behavior is causing concern.

behaviors. Overall, it is clear that anxiety is a prevalent concern in

Just like all infants, young children with CHARGE syndrome self-

this population.

stimulate in order to learn about their bodies, to extend and practice

Anxiety has many different causes. Individuals with CHARGE

skills, to self-regulate, to amuse themselves, and to make themselves

syndrome are exposed to circumstances that contribute to a higher

feel more confident and comfortable (Murdoch, 2000). With

level of anxiety (Wachtel, 2011) including concern over explained or
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unexplained pain, sensory overload or underload, and lack of

individuals with CHARGE and how it might be related to sensory

predictability in the environment. A meta-analysis of children with

impairment are not known, evidence shows that SOR is associated

chronic illnesses found a small but meaningful difference in anxiety

with anxious behavior, and anxiety diagnoses. In a study of college

compared to levels of anxiety in the general population (Pinquart &

students, individuals with high levels of sensory responsiveness were

Shen, 2011). Specifically, they found that there were higher levels of

more likely to be anxious (Levit-Binnun, Szepsenwol, Stern-Ellran, &

anxiety in individuals with sensory impairments. The authors noted

Engel-Yeger, 2014). Conelea, Carter, and Freeman (2014) found 88

that lack of control over an illness can lead to elevated levels of anxiety.

children with a clinical diagnosis of anxiety were likely to exhibit

Anticipation of pain can also lead to higher levels of anxiety in

behaviors related to SOR. They also found that SOR was significantly

individuals with CHARGE and these higher levels of anxiety can lead to

correlated to an OCD diagnoses. Similarly, Lewin, Wu, Murphy, and

deficits in tolerance of chronic pain (Nicholas, 2011).

Storch (2014) found that sensory concerns and SOR were linked to

Sensory impairment and difficulties gathering and processing

OCD-like behaviors. Therefore the heightened levels of OCD

information can lead to a lack of understanding of one's environment

behaviors present in the CHARGE population could partially result

and the progression of events. This lack of predictability can result in

from their sensory over-responsivity.

higher levels of anxiety and increases in behavior aimed at

Individuals with CHARGE syndrome exhibit behaviors that are

communicating distress or obtaining security. Use of interventions

common in children with anxiety. Anxiety may be the result of pain,

that help mark changes in routine and anticipated events can make

sensory impairment, and the unpredictability of the environment.

the environment more predictable (Blaha, 2001), which may help to

Interventions should assist with pain management, sensory issues, and

reduce anxiety.

making the environment more predictable.

Anxiety can have a direct positive or negative impact on behavior;
moderate amounts can prove useful while too much can be debilitating
and too little can be dangerous. Children with CHARGE syndrome

5 | S E L F- R E G U L A T I O N

exhibit behaviors that are common with anxiety: negative thinking
patterns, anger, aggression, tantrums, crying, physical complaints,

Self-regulation is the ability to monitor and change one's responses to

avoidance behaviors, sleeping difficulties, eating disturbances, and

achieve a desired goal. This process involves overriding the body's

withdrawal from activities or family interactions (Eugster, 2007).

automatic responses to achieve an outcome or state. There are two

Research indicates that while anxiety is a concern for individuals with

components to self-regulation: 1) having a desired goal; and 2) self-

varying genetic syndromes, there are differences in how that anxiety is

awareness. Together these two components allow individuals to

exhibited (Crawford, Waite, & Oliver, 2017; Leyfer, Woodruff-Borden,

monitor their progression toward a goal and to alter their cognition,

& Mervis, 2009). CHARGE syndrome has a behavioral phenotype

emotions, behavior, or physiology to maintain movement toward the

(Table 1) (Hartshorne, 2011) that may represent a unique profile of

goal (Ramirez et al., 2014).

anxious behaviors.

There are four major systems involved in self-regulation:

Individuals with CHARGE syndrome often exhibit obsessive-

cognition, behavior, emotion, and physiology. The body must

compulsive behaviors and many are diagnosed with Obsessive

coordinate these systems to achieve a goal after receiving input

Compulsive Disorder (OCD) (Blake, Salem-Hartshorne, Daoud, &

from internal and external sources. Cognitive self-regulation is the

Gradstein, 2005; Hartshorne, 2011; Hartshorne et al., 2016). These

ability to regulate one's thoughts and mental processes through

behaviors include repetitive behaviors, sorting objects, linking up

attentional regulation, shifting, inhibition, and working memory to

objects, checking, and an all-consuming focus on one idea, activity, or

achieve a desired goal. Self-regulation of behavior requires an

item (Wachtel, 2011). Hartshorne and Cypher (2004) asked one

individual to monitor one's behavior to achieve a goal, which may be

hundred parents of children with CHARGE about the behaviors that

done by inhibiting activity, regulating movement, or delaying

their child exhibits and about a quarter to a third of participants indicated

gratification. Emotional self-regulation is the ability to react to

that their child engaged in behaviors linked to a typical OCD diagnosis,

situations with an emotional response that is appropriate in timeliness

including the need for items to be arranged in a certain order or

and intensity. Physical self-regulation involves the body's ability to

symmetrically, seeking reassurance on doing or not having done an

maintain homeostasis after receiving internal and external stimuli. This

activity, the need to touch certain parts of the body or to blink the eye,

includes maintaining equilibrium within the somatic, endocrine, and

and doing the same things over and over again. There can be an adaptive

autonomic nervous systems (Ramirez et al., 2014).

function to such behaviors. For example, ritual organizing and ordering

Self-regulation develops through the interplay of physiological

of items may reduce the anxiety over where things are for someone who

development, caregiver responsiveness, and the child's interaction

is multi-sensory impaired. Repetitive behaviors can provide a sense of

with the environment (Ramirez et al., 2014). As all three may be

regularity to the environment and the individual's experience.

diminished for children with CHARGE, self-regulation strategies must

Individuals with CHARGE syndrome sometimes exhibit over-

be deliberately taught. Interventions that teach self-regulation skills

responsivity to sensory input (Hartshorne, 2011). Sensory over-

may help individuals with CHARGE better regulate pain, sensory

responsivity (SOR) is defined by behavioral responses to sensory

systems, and anxiety in order to alleviate negative behaviors that may

stimuli that are atypical or exaggerated. While the cause of SOR in

arise from these issues.
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occupational therapy can help improve self-regulation when experiencing sensory issues (see Brown (2005), for other interventions).
Anxiety can result in maladaptive thought patterns and repetitive
and compulsive behaviors (Campbell-Sills & Barlow, 2007). Improved
self-regulation skills may help an individual inhibit negative thoughts
about past or present anxiety provoking situations, and reframe these
into more adaptive thought patterns. Additionally, self-regulation may
allow an individual to inhibit compulsive or repetitive behaviors that
occur because of anxiety, or help individuals to communicate to others
the purpose of their adaptive repetitive or compulsive behaviors.
Regulating by developing a predictable routine and being prepared for
changes may also lower anxiety. Calendar systems are one example of
how assistive technology could be used to make the environment more
predictable and encourage social-emotional regulation (Blaha, 2001).
Interventions like deep breathing, mindfulness, development and
availability of a “safe place” and a predictable environment may help
individuals with CHARGE regulate their physiology, cognitions,
emotions, and behaviors when experiencing anxiety (Kennert,
Ramirez, Hartshorne, Deuce, & Nichoals, 2015).

6 | CONCL US IO N
FIGURE 2 Upside down: A child with CHARGE hangs upside
down in her chair

Challenging behavior is not inevitable in individuals with CHARGE
syndrome, but it is highly predictable given problems with pain,
sensory issues, and anxiety. Pain should always be checked first,

When individuals experience pain, they often experience maladaptive thought patterns, negative emotions (i.e., depression,
irritability), and compulsive and repetitive behaviors (Nicholas,
2011). Improving self-regulation skills may help individuals with

particularly if there has been a change in behavior. Helping children to
compensate for multi-sensory impairment is essential. Anxiety can be
reduced by increasing routine and predictability. Children need to be
supported in the development of self-regulation skills.

CHARGE to become better aware of negative thoughts and to shift
attention away from ruminating on feelings of pain. Self-regulation
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skills may support an individual's ability to identify and express
emotions about pain in ways that do not include behavioral outbursts.
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For example, self-regulation skills can help an individual identify where
the pain is occurring and communicate the intensity of the pain with a
preferred mode of communication. Additionally, improved selfregulation skills may allow individuals to inhibit repetitive, or
compulsive behaviors that may arise when in pain. Interventions like
biofeedback, cognitive behavioral strategies, and relaxation skills can
teach self-regulation to address pain (Sauer, Burris, & Carlson, 2010).
Individuals with CHARGE syndrome experience sensory issues
including difficulties perceiving balance, experiencing touch, and
sensing pressure (Brown, 2005). These can result in poor memory,
difficulty coordinating hearing and vision, maladaptive thinking, and
stereotypic behaviors. A behavior such as hanging upside down,
commonly seen in children with CHARGE (Figure 2), may be a form of
self-regulation, as it can support upper visual field loss, vestibular
challenges, and provide proprioceptive feedback. Self-regulation can
help the child to manage shifts from a calm sensory state to hyperarousal
(Dunn, 1997). Acquiring additional self-regulation skills can help an
individual to better process stimuli, inhibit triggering sensations, and
manage body movements. Interventions like physical therapy and
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